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Abstract
In some longitudinal studies, the observed time points are often confounded with measurement error due to the sampling conditions, resulting into data with measurement
error in the time variable. This type of data occurs mainly in observational studies
when the onset of a longitudinal process is unknown or in clinical trials when individual visits do not take place as specified by the study protocol, but are often rounded
to coincide with the study protocol. Methodological and inferential implications of
error in time varying covariates for both linear and nonlinear models have been studied widely. In this dissertation, we shift attention to another source of measurement
error in the time variable in longitudinal studies. Specifically, we develop statistical
methods for analyzing longitudinal data when the onset of the process is unknown.
This work has been motivated by a cervical dilation data from the Consortium on
Safe Labor (CSL) study, a multi-center retrospective observational study conducted
by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. The uncertainty in onset of labor poses methodological challenges since
the observed time variable is related to when women get to the hospital, not the
biologic process of interest. In Chapter II, we present a Longitudinal Threshold Regression model for estimating the distribution of the time a woman’s cervical dilation
takes to progress from one threshold to another (in cm). In Chapter III, we present
a Semi-parametric model with random shift parameters for modeling labor curves
prospectively. In Chapter IV, we extend Chapter III to predict women’s time to full
dilation given their past measurements. We demonstrate the proposed methods using
simulation studies and a data from the CSL study.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Longitudinal data arises in both observational and clinical research when subjects
are taken measurements on an outcome of interest or surrogate marker over time.
One important outcome of interest in longitudinal studies is the distribution of the
time, a subject’s health status takes to progress from one clinical state to another.
For example in a clinical trial, individuals at risk of Human Immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) may be followed until they are diagnosed with HIV virus and subsequently the
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS), with interest lying on the elapsed time
between the two events (AIDS incubation period). In cancer research or cognitive
impairment studies, subjects might be followed to determine transition rates across
cancer stages or cognitive impairment stages. Researchers may also be interested in
subject - specific mean profiles, prediction of subjects’ future longitudinal profiles or
survival time after a clinical diagnosis.
Presence of sophisticated statistical methods with valid inferences exists for answering the above research questions when there is no error in time variable. In
addition, methodological approaches for linear and nonlinear mixed effects models
with error in covariates or time varying covariates have been studied widely. For
example, Wang and Davidian (1996) investigated the effect of measurement error on
intra-individual covariates in a controlled variable nonlinear mixed effects model. Using simulated data, they found that though population estimates may be less biased,
there are substantial bias in intra-subject variance parameters. Tosteson et al. (1998)
found that in a mixed model with measurement error in time varying covariates,
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the estimated variance of random effects have positive bias when the error in time
varying variable is ignored. On the other end, the estimates of slope coefficients tend
to be attenuated. These inferences were based on large sample estimation and were
drawn from analyses of plasma levels and dietary intake of beta-carotene where the
dietary intake was modeled as a time varying covariate subject to measurement error.
Liang et al. (2003) analyzed the association between HIV viral load and CD4+ cell
counts during HIV/(AIDS) treatment using a mixed effects varying-coefficient model
with measurement error. Both HIV viral load and CD4+ cell counts are prone to
measurement error. Through simulation and application on data from air population
studies, Schwartz and Coull (2003) demonstrated how to account for confounding
effects in multi-level models when some predictors are measured with unknown error.
The proposed methods were used to investigate the association of daily deaths and
gaseous air pollution while controlling for the impact of particles of different sizes ,
among others objectives. In multi-level models, presence of predictor variables measured with uncertainty might introduce bias on association estimates in sub-studies
and in the combined estimate across studies.
Despite existence of effective methods for analyzing longitudinal data with time
varying covariates and predictors prone to measurement error, there exists few statistical methods for handling longitudinal data where the time onset of the process
is measured with uncertainty. When the onset of a longitudinal process is unknown
or known with uncertainty, a methodological challenge arises since the observed time
is related to when the subjects were enrolled in the study rather than the biological
process of interest. This poses methodological challenge especially if one is interested
in predicting individuals future profiles or time to a characteristic given subjects
previous measurements.
In this dissertation, we present statistical methods for analyzing longitudinal data
with measurement error in the time variable. The methods are motivated by a cervical
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dilation data from Consortium on Safe Labor study that is explained in details in
Section 1.1. We given an outline of the dissertation in Section 1.2.

1.1 Motivation data
Consortium on Safe Labor study
The Consortium on Safe Labor (CSL) study was a multi-center retrospective observational study conducted by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child
health and Human Development (NICHD). The study included women giving birth
between 2002 to 2008 and its primary objective was to describe contemporary labor
patterns and establish the time to cesarean delivery in women with labor protraction
and arrest. The study encompassed of 19 affiliated hospitals chosen from 12 clinical centers across 9 American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG)
US districts. In total there were 228,668 deliveries with 233,844 newborns between
2002 and 2008 included in the study. For women who had more than one delivery in
the course of the study, only the first delivery was selected to avoid within woman
correlation. Each woman’s detailed information on delivery, labor, maternal demographic characteristics , medical history, reproductive , prenatal history, postpartum
and newborn information were extracted from electronic medical records from the
selected institutions, Zhang et al. (2010a,b); Laughon et al. (2012). The CSL study
protocol was approved by institutional review boards for all the participating institutions.
The observations for the women in the CSL begin when they are admitted into
the hospital at different stages of cervical dilation and the onset of labor may be
unknown. In addition, not all women attain full dilation and obstetricians often opt
for alternative birth procedures like Caesarian sections leading to censored cervical
dilation curves. Another characteristic of cervical dilation measurements is that, the
measurements are prone to measurement error partly due to the ad hoc methods used
3

in assessing the dilation process and women tend to have nonlinear labor patterns
that deviate from the population curve.
The CSL data used in this dissertation comes from the Utah site and consists of
the following variables, Id: the indicator variable for the subjects (woman), Dilation:
the outcome variable (cervical dilation measurements in cm), BMI: the subjects BMI
categories (woman Body Mass Index (kg/m2 )), Age: the subjects age (woman age
in years) and Time: the time since the subjects were admitted into the hospital
(observation time point in hours). An example of CSL data is shown in Table 1.1 and
in Figure 1.1 we display cervical dilation curves for 10 women from the CSL study.
Table 1.1 Example of data from the
Consortium on Safe Labor study
Id
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
.
.

Dilation
3.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
9.0
10.0
10.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
7.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
9.5
10.0
.
.

BMI
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
.
.

Age
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
.
.

Time (hours)
0.00
1.52
2.65
3.72
4.48
5.13
6.98
7.53
8.30
0.00
1.87
6.25
9.25
10.90
11.63
12.97
14.50
15.40
16.27
18.30
.
.

Figure 1.1 shows observed cervical dilation and the observed time since women were
admitted in the hospital. From Figure 1.1, we infer that women’s first cervical dilation
4

measurements since admission to the hospital tend to be greater than 0 and vary
among women. We also observe that, the labor curves are nonlinear and of different
trends and not all women attain full dilation thus some women have censored labor
curves.

Figure 1.1 Labor profiles of 10 nulliparous women from CSL study

1.2 Outline of Dissertation
In Chapter 2 , we presence a Longitudinal Threshold Regression model for estimating
the distribution of the time a woman’s cervical dilation takes to progress from one
threshold to another in centimeters (cm). In Chapter 3, we present a Semi-parametric
model with random shift time parameters for modeling labor curves prospectively.
In Chapter 4, we extend the method in Chapter 3 to predict women’s time to full
dilation given their past measurements. Then give a summary and overall conclusion.
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Chapter 2
Estimating time to event characteristics via
longitudinal threshold regression models
2.1

Abstract

In longitudinal studies, it is sometimes of interest to estimate the distribution of the
time a longitudinal process takes to traverse from one threshold to another. For example, the distribution of the time it takes woman’s cervical dilation to progress from
3 to 4 cm can aid the decision making of obstetricians as to whether a stalled labor
should be allowed to proceed or stopped in favor of other options. Often researchers
treat this type of data structure as interval censored and employ traditional survival
analysis methods. However, the traditional interval censored approaches are inefficient in that they do not use all of the available data. In this chapter, we propose
utilizing a longitudinal threshold regression model to estimate the distribution of the
elapsed time between two thresholds of the longitudinal process from repeated measurements. A Wiener process under the first hitting time (FHT) framework is used
to represent survival distribution. We demonstrate our model through simulation
studies and an analysis of data from the CSL study.

2.2

Introduction

It is sometimes of interest to estimate the distribution of the time it takes a longitudinal process to progress between threshold values. For example, an important
obstetrics problem is to estimate the distribution of the time it takes the cervix of
6

a woman in labor to dilate from, say, 3 cm to 4 cm. This distribution is useful as
a benchmark during labor since it gives obstetricians an idea of what proportion of
women would have reached a target dilation within a given time period. If a woman
has been within the 3 cm to 4 cm interval for 4 hours, the obstetrician may consider
other delivery options depending on the proportion of women expected to have progressed. As a result, a main outcome of interest is the survival distribution of the
time it takes to progress from 3 to 4 cm. In most cases the exact time when the
process crossed the thresholds is unknown but is known to have occurred within a
given interval for both thresholds leading to a doubly interval censored data.
In Section 2.2.1, we review doubly interval censored data and a few current survival
methods used for analyzing this kind of data.

2.2.1 Doubly Interval Censored Data
Doubly interval censored data arises when the time an event occurs is known to fall
within an interval of two related thresholds (Sun, 2004). The survival time is then
estimated as the elapsed time between the two thresholds. Doubly interval censored
data arises mainly in disease progression studies where the primary interest is the
time a subject takes to progress from one clinical state to another. Several authors
have developed doubly interval censored models to analyze HIV data where the main
focus has been the estimation of the AIDS incubation time and the factors associated
with the incubation period (Sun, 2004; Bacchetti, 1990; Jewell, 1994; Jewell et al.,
1994; Gómez and Lagakos, 1994; Sun, 1995, 1997; Tu, 1995). An added complexity
in doubly censored data is left-truncation. For example, in an AIDS cohort followup, only subjects who test positive for HIV virus but do not have AIDS at the
time of recruitment are included in the study (Sun, 2004). Thus the subject’s AIDS
incubation time is left-truncated since the time from infection and recruitment in the
study is not known.
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Right censored and interval censored failure time data are special cases of doubly
interval censored data. Doubly interval censored data reduces to right censored time
data if the upper threshold is right censored and to interval censored data if the lower
threshold is exactly observed, but the upper threshold is interval censored (Sun, 2004).
Previous authors have used interval censored methods to estimate the distribution
of time a woman’s cervical dilation takes to progress from one threshold to another.
For example, Zhang et al. (2002, 2010a) used a log normal model to estimate duration of labor from one cervical dilation threshold to another in cm. Whereas Zhang
et al. (2002, 2010a) studies gave better findings for contemporary labor patterns than
Friedman (1954), the main critique of the interval-censored method is that it does
not use all of the available data. For example, if there are 10 observations known to
occur within the thresholds, the interval-censored method only uses 4 (2 to bound
each threshold).

2.2.2 First Hitting Time models
First Hitting Time models are alternative methods for analyzing time to event data.
In FHT models, an individual’s health status is assumed to be a stochastic process
deteriorating over time thus the event of interest occurs when the health status hits a
predefined threshold for the first time. In this context, the first hitting time variable
of the stochastic process is the survival time. The resulting model is referred to as
Threshold Regression (TR) model when the effect of risk factors is evaluated on the
parameters of the FHT distribution. FHT models are analogous to Cox PH model
but are more flexible since the hazard is a function of time and hence they do not
require the assumption of constant hazard ratio (Pennell et al., 2009).
FHT models are characterized by a parent stochastic process with an initial value,
a time space, a state of the process and a boundary set contained in the state of the
process (Lee and Whitmore, 2006). The underlying parent stochastic process could
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be a Wiener process, Markov chain process, Bernoulli process, Poisson process or
Gamma process. See Lee and Whitmore (2006) for details on parent processes of
FHT models.
The FHT modeling approach has recently gained popularity as a survival analysis
method for biomedical studies, (Lee et al., 2010). FHT models have been successfully
applied to analyze the length of stay in the hospital, birth weight, risk of lung cancer
of rail workers, and recurrent exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary among
others (see Horrocks and Thompson (2004); Ting Lee et al. (2004); Whitmore and Su
(2007); Lee et al. (2009); Aaron et al. (2010) and the references therein). The FHT
models utilize longitudinal threshold regression (LTR) of a latent “health process” to
motivate the form for a survival model, (Lee et al., 2010). However, these models have
not been applied to biomedical data when an actual marker of the “health process”
is observed. The reliability literature on LTR has considered such a scenario. To
study reliability of high reliable products, the product’s degradation data is recorded
over a period of time and then used to predict the product’s lifetime distribution. To
mention but a few, Peng and Tseng (2009) modeled laser data as a Wiener process
in their paper on misspecification of degradation models, Wang (2010) proposed a
Wiener process with random effects for modeling reliability of bridge beam, Ye et al.
(2012) analyzed wear of hard drive disks as a Wiener process with measurement
error. See Lu and Meeker (1993); Meeker et al. (1998); Gorjian et al. (2010) for more
examples. Unlike actual biological health process from biomedical data, reliability
experiments produce data with lower variance and less unit to unit variability.
In this chapter we propose a LTR model to estimate the elapsed time between
two thresholds of a cervical dilation process and draw inferences at the population
level. Our method utilizes the repeated measures of the cervical dilation process to
estimate the distribution of the elapsed time between the thresholds. Difficulties that
arise include creating an appropriate subset of the data, length bias induced by left
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truncation, heterogeneity in the baseline measurement, and residual dependence in
the curves. The proposed approach utilizes all the available data within the interval
of interest.
The model is developed under the FHT framework and utilizes a Wiener process
as the underlying stochastic model. A benefit of this model is that the accompanying
Markov property allows one to condition on a measurement as a baseline value thus
correcting for the error in time variable due to the unknown onset of labor. This is
useful for our data example of cervical dilation, since it has well been documented
that baseline values are arbitrary since they depend on when a woman enter the
hospital (cf. (McLain and Albert, 2014)).
We applied the proposed method, and an analogous interval censored (IC) method
to data from the CSL study. Other examples where similar problems arise include
estimating the distribution of the time it takes women to progress from different categories of bone mineral density (i.e., normal, moderate/advanced osteopenia, osteoporosis), as measured by their bone mineral density T-score (a continuous measure)
traversing between thresholds, (Gourlay et al., 2012). In general, an LTR model can
be applied when there exists a surrogate marker for a disease, and well defined cut
points of interest (e.g., CD4 T cell count less than 200 and AIDS). Our specific aims
are to develop a framework that will allow for the estimation of an LTR model for
two thresholds.
This Chapter is organized as follow. In Section 2.3 we present the LTR proposed
model, a brief overview of Wiener process, Robust variance estimation and a review of
standard IC model. In Section 2.4 , we present simulation studies including efficiency
of the proposed LTR model and model misspecification. In Section 2.5, we present
the application of the proposed model and an analogous IC model on the CSL study
data. We conclude the chapter in Section 2.6 and present recommendations for further
study in Section 2.7.
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2.3

Methodology

2.3.1 Longitudinal threshold model
In this Section, we demonstrate the estimation of the distribution of the time it
takes the cervical dilation processes to traverse between two thresholds when the
longitudinal measurements are used for analysis. We consider the case when there
are only two thresholds of interest.
We define A1 and A2 as the lower and upper thresholds of interest, respectively. Further, let t∗i = {t∗i1 , t∗i2 , ..., t∗ini } and Y ∗i = {Yi1∗ , Yi2∗ , ..., Yin∗ i } be the vectors of observed time points and measurements for the ith subject, respectively,
where Yij∗ = Yi∗ (t∗ij ) for i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., ni . Let (t0 , y0 ) denote the initial state, which we assume (for the moment) to be equal across subjects. The
observed data consist of independent pairs of (t∗i , Y ∗i )|i=1,...,n . The survival time of
interest is defined as the difference of two first hitting times, S12 = S2 − S1 , where
Sk = inf{s : Y (s) ≥ Ak }. Notice that the definition of Sk is relative to the initial
state (t0 , y0 ), which is commonly (0, 0). Here we assume that Pr(S12 < ∞) = 1.
Consider the general stochastic form of the longitudinal process
Yij∗ = µij + εij = µ(tij ; β) + εij

(2.3.1)

where µij is the mean of ith subject at time tij , εij is the error term with εij ∼ G(·|σ),
and β is a vector of fixed parameters common to all subjects. The distribution of Sk
can be defined as
(

FSk {t|(t0 , y0 ), θ} = P {Sk ≤ t|(t0 , y0 ), θ} = P

)

max

u∈[t0 ,t)

Yi∗ (u)

≥ Ak (t0 , y0 ), θ .
(2.3.2)

where θ = (β, σ). From (2.3.2) the distribution of S12 , denoted by FS12 , can be
obtained via standard convolution formula. There are specifications of (2.3.1) where
(2.3.2) and FSk simplify to known parametric distributions. For example, when ε
11

corresponds to a Wiener process, Gamma process, or Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process
(2.3.2) corresponds to an inverse Gaussian, inverse Gamma, or Ricciardi–Sato distribution, respectively (see Lee and Whitmore Lee and Whitmore (2006) for other FHT
models). Further, the Inverse Gaussian distribution is closed under convolutions and
FS12 is also inverse Gaussian.
Many of the models used for (2.3.1) will have the Markov property. This is
particularly convenient when the initial state (t0 , y0 ) varies across subjects (as in our
motivating example). When this is the case we can use an observation from (t∗i , Y ∗i )
as the initial state. Another benefit of the Markov property is that we need not
specify a model for the entire longitudinal process. Using all the longitudinal data
(t∗i , Y ∗i ) increases the efficiency of the procedure, but also increases the parametric
specification required in model (2.3.1). This is unnecessary when the size of [A1 , A2 ]
is small relative to the range of Y . As a result, we limit the range of the longitudinal
observations in the interest of using a more parsimonious longitudinal model.
In the interest of a parsimonious longitudinal model, we consider a subset of
(t∗i , Y ∗i ) denoted by Di = (ti , Y i ) = {(tij , Yij )j=1,2,...,mi } where mi is the number
of observations in (ti , Y i ). The subset consists of only observations that are in or
immediate outside of [A1 , A2 ] (see Figure 2.1). To this end, let Tik+ = min{tij : Yij ≥
Ak } be the first time an observation is equal to or above Ak , and Tik− = max{tij :
tij < Tik+ }, the time that immediately preceded Tik+ . For example, Ti2+ is the first
observation at or above A2 and Ti1− is the last observation before the first crossing of
A1 . The subsetted data consists of
Di = (ti , Y i ) = {(t∗ij , Yij∗ ) : Ti1− < t∗ij ≤ Ti2+ },
Further, let Di0 = (ti0 , Yi0 ) = {(t∗ij , Yij∗ ) : t∗ij = Ti1− } denote the initial state, and Dij =
{tij , (tik , Yik )k=0,1,...,j−1 } denote the observed information up to time −tij (−tij = tij −
, where  is arbitrary small). The distribution of Di is modeled conditionally on the
initial state Di0 . In Figure 2.1, we display an example of subsetting the longitudinal
12

data (t∗i , Y ∗i ) if A1 = 3 and A2 = 4, which includes the subset of observations (ti , Y i )
denoted by •, the initial state (ti0 , Yi0 ) denoted by N, and observations excluded from
the subset (X).

4.5

Yij

4.0

3.5

3.0

6.0

6.5

7.0

tij

7.5

8.0

Figure 2.1 Illustration of subsetting the longitudinal data for thresholds, A1 = 3
and A2 = 4

To form the likelihood of the subset of the longitudinal data, we must condition on
the each observation being included in the subsample. Note that all observations in Di
are included in the sample based on the previous observation except for (ti1 , Yi1 ). That
is, Pr{(tij , Yij ) ∈ Di |Dij } = 1 for j = 2, 3, . . . , mi . Conditional on Di0 , (ti1 , Yi1 ) is
included in Di if and only if Yi1 > A1 . This induces length bias on the cervical dilation
measurements due to left truncation and must be corrected for in estimation. Length
bias sampling occurs when the probability of inclusion of observations is proportional
to their values (Cox, 1968). Thus our inclusion criteria seems to favor the cervical
dilation measurements greater than the lower threshold A1 . This phenomenon is
similar to what is observed in left truncated survival analysis. Similar to the survival
analysis setting we correct for the length-bias by multiplying the likelihood of the
(ti1 , Yi1 ) observation by the inverse probability that the observation was included in
the sample, Pr(Yi1 ≥ A1 |Di1 )−1 (see Wang (1989) or (Andersen et al., 1993) Chapter
III.3). Notice that, as the baseline observation gets closer to the lower threshold the
effect of the left truncation diminishes.
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To form the likelihood we assume, without loss of generality, that Yi0 < A1 ,
Yimi > A2 and mi ≥ 2. This will not always be the case in practice, but alterations
are straightforward and more technical in nature. So as not to extend the parametric
assumption beyond A2 , we censor the last observation at A2 . Given the observed
data D = {(ti , Y i )i=1,2,...,n } the likelihood is then




i −1

f (Yi1 |Di1 , θ) mY
L(θ|D) =
f (Yij |Dij , θ) F̄ (A2 − Yimi −1 |Dimi , θ),


i=1 F̄ (A1 |Di1 , θ)
j=1

n
Y

(2.3.3)

where f and F̄ are the density and survival functions, respectively, corresponding
to (2.3.1). We maximize log{L(θ|D)} with respect to θ such that θ ∈ Θ. The
b We discuss
distribution of S12 is then estimated using the plug-in estimator FS12 (t|θ).
b in Section 2.3.
inference procedures for θb and FS12 (t|θ)

2.3.2 Wiener Process LTR model
Wiener process (Brownian motion) is a continuous time stochastic process with stationary and independent increments and one of useful stochastic process in applied
statistics. The process has three individual level parameters: initial level (ti0 , Yi0 ),
the mean (drift) β and the variance σ component. Collectively these parameters define the profile of the health status of an individual. The initial level (ti0 , Yi0 ) sets
the starting point for the profile. The further it is from the threshold, the greater
is the initial health of the individual with respect to the disease under study. The
mean parameter β describes the rate per unit time at which the profile approaches
the threshold while the variance σ component represents the inherent variability per
unit time and gives the profile its stochastic behavior. The smaller the σ the more
predictable the individual’s health outcome (Lee et al., 2009).
We consider representing the underlying stochastic model as a Wiener process
given for the ith subject by
Yij = Yij−1 + β(tij − tij−1 ) + σB(tij − tij−1 ),
14

(2.3.4)

which is modeled conditionally on an initial state (ti0 , Yi0 ), where β is the drift,
σ(σ > 0) is a variance component as defined before and B(t) is a standard Brownian
variate corresponding to the error term where B(t) ∼ N (0, t). The Wiener process is
a convenient choice for the underlying longitudinal process due to its mathematical
applicability (Ting Lee et al., 2004). Even though cervical dilation tend to increase
over time, it is possible for the observed cervical dilation measurements to exhibit
non-monotone trends. For example, 7% of women in CSL data have at least one
cervical dilation measurement smaller than at an earlier time point. In addition, the
distribution of the FHT of a Wiener process is a well known Inverse Gaussian density
that makes it possible to use analytical procedures in parameter estimation (Tweedie,
1957; Chhikara and Folks, 1989; Lee and Whitmore, 2006).
It might be of interest to examine the effect of some covariates on the longitudinal
process. The covariates enter model (2.3.4) as an interaction with time, unless a
model on the initial state is specified. At time tij model (2.3.4) with p+1 dimensional
covariate vector X i (including an intercept) would be defined as
Yij = Yij−1 + βX Ti (tij − tij−1 ) + σB(tij − tij−1 ),
where

T

(2.3.5)

denotes the transpose of a vector. In matrix form (2.3.4) becomes
Y i ∼ N (βX Ti ti , Σi )

where X Ti ti is an mi1 × (p + 1) matrix with X Ti (tij − tij−1 ) as row j, and Σi is a time
dependent covariance structure (Hoel et al. (1972)) given as Σi = σ 2 U i where


Ui =



si1


s
 i1

 .
 ..




si1 · · ·
si2 · · ·
.. . .
.
.

si1 


si2 


.. 
. 




si1 si2 · · · simi

that is, uijk = min (sij , sik ) and sij = tij − ti0
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Given (2.3.4), FS12 (t) has an inverse Gaussian distribution with density
s

fS12 (t) =

"

λ
(t − µ)2
exp
−λ
2πt3
2µ2 t

#

(2.3.6)

where µ is the mean survival time and λ is a scale parameter. Thus, the distribution
of the time it takes to progress from A1 to A2 can be estimated with an inverse
(A2 −A1 )
β

Gaussian distribution characterized by µ =

and λ =

(A2 −A1 )2
.
σ2

In Section

2.3.3, we discuss our inference procedures for µ, λ, and F̄S12 .

2.3.3 Parameter Variance Estimation
Under standard regularity conditions (e.g., see (Ferguson, 1996)) the estimated parameters from the likelihood in (2.3.3) have desirable asymptotic properties. That
is, the p-dimensional vector θb has an asymptotic normal distribution with variability
b −1
b θ)
that can be estimated via the inverse of the observed information matrix −J(
b = ∇2 l(θ|D) where ∇2 is a p × p matrix of second partial derivatives with
b θ)
with J(
θ
θ

respect to θ and l(θ|D) = log{L(θ|D)}
b is asymptotically norUnder regularity conditions, the plug-in estimator FS12 (t|θ)

mal with variance that can be consistently estimated via
b = {∇ F (t|θ)}
b T {−J(
b −1 {∇ F (t|θ)},
b
b θ)}
vd
ar{FS12 (t|θ)}
θ S12
θ S12
b is a p-dimensional vector of derivatives with respect to θ. Under
where ∇θ FS12 (t|θ)

the Wiener process specification the increments in the longitudinal process ∆Yijk =
Yijk − Yijk−1 are assumed to be independent of the previous measurements. This
assumption is a reasonable approximation for a small [A1 , A2 ] interval, such as with
the motivating example, but some residual dependence could exist. As a result,
in practice a robust estimate of the variance, White (1982) is preferred. The rob =
bust estimation uses the modified sandwich estimator of the variance of θb , R(θ)
b −1 Vb (θ){−
b
b −1 , where Vb (θ)
b =
b θ)}
b θ)}
{−J(
J(

Pn
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i=1 {∇li (θ|Di )}

T

∇li (θ|Di ) and l(θ|D) =

Pn

i=1 li (θ|Di ).

To estimate the variance of FS12 we then use the robust delta-method

form
b = {∇ F (t|θ)}
b T R(θ){∇
b
b
vd
arR {FS12 (t|θ)}
θ S12
θ FS12 (t|θ)}

(2.3.7)

The robust variance estimation is employed in evaluating the efficiency of parameter
estimates and time quantiles from the LTR model using simulation studies and for
the application on the CSL data. We use a numerical approximation to all derivatives
involved in computing the robust variance.

2.3.4 Standard Interval Censored model
For comparison purposes we analyzed the data using standard survival model for interval censored data. In accordance with the assumption that the underlying cervical
dilation is a Wiener process, we assumed that the labor duration (i.e., survival time)
has an inverse Gaussian distribution. Given A1 and A2 , let Ti be the true unobserved
time that cervical dilation would take to progress from A1 to A2 . The true survival
−
+
time is unknown and is bounded by SiA1 and SiA2 where TiA
≤ SiA1 ≤ TiA
and
1
1
−
+
TiA
≤ SiA2 ≤ TiA
. Therefore, the true elapsed time between the two thresholds can
2
2
−
−
+
+
be estimated by SiA1 A2 defined as TiA
− TiA
≤ SiA1 A2 ≤ TiA
− TiA
with a likelihood
2
1
2
1

function
FSiA1 A2 (t) =

n h
Y

F(SiA2 ) − F(SiA1 )

i

i=1

where F(SiA2 ) and F(SiA1 ) are inverse Gaussian distributions with parameters µ and λ.
2.4

Simulation Studies

To evaluate the performance of our model numerous simulation studies were performed. Our interest was to apply the proposed method on cervical dilation data
and draw population level inference on cervical dilation progression over a given time
period.
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We thus simulated cervical dilation as a Wiener process where at time t∗ij , the cervical
dilation measurement was generated as
q

∗
Yij∗ = Yij−1
+ β1 (t∗ij − t∗j−1 ) + σ (t∗ij − t∗ij−1 )εij

where t∗ij are uniform random variables, t∗ij ∼ U (0, 25) is the jth time point and
εij ∼ N (0, 1). The initial states of the process across all subjects were defined as
Yi0∗ ∼ N (1, 1). We generated 200 datasets each with sample size of 500 when (A1 , A2 )
is (2, 5), or (4, 5) and (β1 , σ) is (1, 1), or (0.5, 1). Usually the cervical dilation measurements are rounded to the nearest 0.5 cm. We thus evaluated the performance
of our model on the simulated continuous data, and data that were rounded to the
nearest 0.5 cm.
We subset the longitudinal observations using the methods in Section 2.3.1. The
average mi for (A1 , A2 ) = (2, 5) was 5.8 and 4.0 for β1 = 0.5 and 1, respectively, and
for (A1 , A2 ) = (4, 5) it was 3.3 and 2.8 for β1 = 0.5 and 1, respectively. All models
were fitted using R, (R Core Team, 2015).
We compare the results of our model to estimates obtained from inverse Gaussian
model for doubly interval censored data. In Table 2.1, we present parameter estimates
for the proposed LTR model and inverse Gaussian IC model from a summary of 200
simulated datasets with n = 500 for the continuous outcome. The table displays
the estimated parameters, their corresponding empirical standard errors , empirical
coverage probabilities, and mean squared error given (2,5) and (4,5) thresholds. We
present results for the rounded outcome to the nearest 0.5 in Table 2.2. The standard
errors for parameter estimates are model based and were computed from the inverse
of Hessian matrix obtained by maximizing the data log-likelihood functions under
the proposed LTR model and the IC model, using Nelder-Mead optimization method
in optim function in R, (R Core Team, 2015).
Overall, results in Table 2.1 show that both models estimate the true mean survival
time and the scale parameter closely. However, the point estimates from the LTR
18

Table 2.1 Parameter estimates from the LTR and IC model for
the continuous outcome

true

Continuous Outcome
LTR model
IC model
est(se)
ecp mse
est(se)
ecp

mse

(A1 , A2 ) = (2, 5)
µ
3
3.01 (0.08)
λ
9
9.05 (0.53)
µ
6
6.14 (0.22)
λ
9
8.96 (0.38)

0.95
0.93
0.93
0.95

0.01
0.28
0.07
0.15

2.91
9.83
6.16
8.79

(0.11)
(1.59)
(0.28)
(0.96)

0.88
0.98
0.94
0.97

0.02
3.22
0.10
1.05

(A1 , A2 ) = (4, 5)
µ
1
1.00 (0.03)
λ
1
1.00 (0.08)
µ
2
2.04 (0.12)
λ
1
1.00 (0.06)

0.95
0.92
0.96
0.92

0.001
0.01
0.01
0.004

0.95
1.29
1.91
0.99

(0.09) 0.91
(0.47) 0.97
(0.16) 0.89
(0.21) 0.95

0.01
0.31
0.03
0.04

Table 2.2 Parameter estimates
from the LTR model for data
rounded to the nearest 0.5
est(se)

ecp

mse

(A1 , A2 ) = (2, 5)
µ
3.01 (0.07)
λ
9.05 (0.46)
µ
6.16 (0.23)
λ
8.89 (0.32)

0.96
0.97
0.94
0.97

0.01
0.22
0.08
0.11

(A1 , A2 ) = (4, 5)
µ
0.999 (0.03)
λ
1.01 (0.06)
µ
2.06 (0.12)
λ
0.997 (0.06)

0.94 0.001
0.97 0.004
0.94 0.02
0.93 0.004

model have smallest bias and mean squared error (MSE) in all occasions. Both models
capture the true mean survival time well and have empirical coverage probabilities
close to the nominal value, except the IC model for interval (2,5) with β = 1 and (4,5)
with β = 0.5 which show considerable type I error. Similar to the mean estimate,
the lambda estimate from LTR model has the smallest bias and MSE than that from
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the IC model. The empirical coverage probabilities from both models cover the true
lambda value well. Table 2.2 presents results from the LTR model where the data
have been rounded to units of 0.5. For this model there is some additional variation
induced by the rounding mechanism. Thus, we expect some positive bias in σ 2 and
negative bias in λ. Accounting for this, the results are similar to the results from
LTR model with the continuous outcome for all settings.

2.4.1 Efficiency of LTR model
We checked the impact that number of measurements per individual have on parameter estimates, 50%, 75% and 95% time quantiles in terms of their standard errors,
empirical coverage probabilities and MSE. We mimicked sparse and frequently measured longitudinal data by setting ni to 7 (sparse) or 36 (frequent) and subsetted the
longitudinal observations using the methods in Section 2.3.1. For the sparse setting
this resulted in an average mi of 2.3 and 2.6 for β1 = 1 and 0.5, respectively, and for
the frequent setting an average mi of 3.5 and 4.9 for β1 = 1 and 0.5, respectively. The
robust variances as discussed in section 2.3.3 were used in these simulation studies.
Table 2.3 displays the average estimated parameters, corresponding standard errors, MSE, and the empirical coverage probabilities using the robust delta method
presented in Section 2.3.3 for the µ and λ parameters, along with estimates of the
−1
quantile function denoted by FS12
(q) for the qth quantile of S12 from a summary of

1000 simulated datasets with n = 500. For the sparsely measured data the interval
censored (IC) model produces erratic estimates of the λ parameter. Further, the
coverage probabilities for all parameters are well below the nominal level. The LTR
model produces estimates that are relatively unbiased, with coverage probabilities
close to the nominal level. Moreover, the MSE of the LTR model is markedly lower
than the MSE for the IC model. For the frequently measured setting, both models
estimate the true mean survival time and the scale parameter closely. For the µ = 1
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Table 2.3 Parameter estimates given ni = 7 (sparse) and ni = 36 (frequent)
measurements for continuous outcome

true

LTR model
est (se)
ecp

mse

IC model
est (se)
ecp

mse

Sparse measurements
0.944 0.001
1.04 (0.68) 0.293 0.462
0.955 0.006 10.87 (15.64) 0.200 342.103
0.960 <0.001 0.81 (0.79) 0.266 0.647
0.947 0.002
1.15 (0.82) 0.314 0.678
0.939 0.032
2.39 (0.52) 0.793 0.551

µ
λ
−1
FS12
(0.5)
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)

1
1
0.68
1.24
2.92

1.00
1.01
0.68
1.24
2.92

(0.04)
(0.07)
(0.02)
(0.04)
(0.18)

µ
λ
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

2
1
1.03
2.28
7.11

2.02
1.00
1.03
2.30
7.17

0.702
0.526
0.582
0.616
0.877

0.095
0.178
0.103
0.28
0.616

µ
λ
−1
(0.5)
FS12
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)

1
1
0.68
1.24
2.92

1.00
1.00
0.68
1.24
2.92

(0.12) 0.955 0.015
1.75 (0.18)
(0.06) 0.945 0.004
0.64 (0.22)
(0.04) 0.961 0.001
0.75 (0.16)
(0.11) 0.952 0.011
1.83 (0.26)
(0.59) 0.955 0.358
6.74 (0.69)
Frequent measurements
(0.05) 0.947 0.002
0.99 (0.05)
(0.05) 0.946 0.002
0.96 (0.13)
(0.02) 0.952 <0.001 0.66 (0.04)
(0.05) 0.947 0.003
1.23 (0.06)
(0.18) 0.939 0.032
2.93 (0.20)

0.928
0.917
0.920
0.927
0.935

0.003
0.020
0.002
0.004
0.040

µ
λ
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

2
1
1.03
2.28
7.11

2.09
1.00
1.05
2.37
7.27

(0.14) 0.932
(0.04) 0.945
(0.04) 0.921
(0.13) 0.922
(0.64) 0.934

0.937
0.924
0.930
0.928
0.950

0.016
0.012
0.005
0.017
0.347

0.029
0.001
0.002
0.023
0.432

1.99
0.97
1.01
2.26
7.14

(0.13)
(0.10)
(0.06)
(0.13)
(0.59)

setting the LTR model has preferable bias, MSE, and empirical coverage probabilities. For the µ = 2 setting the IC model appears to have more precise estimates of
the µ parameter, while the LTR model produces more accurate estimates of the λ
parameter. The overall results of our simulation agree with the findings of Lu et al.
(1996), who found that models based on repeated measurements of a longitudinal
process give more precise estimates of quantiles of event time distribution than do
traditional time to event models.
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Table 2.4 Parameter estimates given ni = 7 (sparse) and ni = 36
(frequent) measurements for data rounded to the nearest 0.5

µ
λ
−1
FS12
(0.5)
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)

true
est(se)
ecp
1
1.00 (0.06) 0.943
1
0.98 (0.06) 0.935
0.68 0.70 (0.03) 0.951
1.24 1.26 (0.06) 0.948
2.92 2.92 (0.19) 0.934

true
2
1
1.03
2.28
7.11

est(se)
ecp
2.03 (0.15) 0.949
0.98 (0.05) 0.936
1.04 (0.04) 0.965
2.38 (0.11) 0.942
7.17 (0.59) 0.934

We also evaluated the effect that number of observations per an individual have
on parameter estimates when the cervical dilation measurements are rounded to the
nearest 0.5 cm. The analysis were based on a summary of 1000 simulated datasets
with n = 500. Table 2.4 presents results from the LTR model for this setting with
sparsely measured data. The results for the frequently measured data were similar to
the pattern observed in Table 2.3. As indicated in Table 2.1, rounding up the cervical
dilation measurements has induced additional variation. Nevertheless, the results are
similar to results observed in Table 2.3.
To quantify the efficiency of LTR model parameter estimates, we computed the
ratio of the MSE of LTR and IC model parameters given sparsely observed and freLT R
). The analyses were based on a summary
quently observed data, Ef f = 100( MMSE
SEIC

of 1000 simulated datasets with n = 500. Overall, the parameter estimates from the
proposed model LTR are more efficient than estimates from the IC model.

2.4.2 Model Misspecification
As stated in section 2.3.3, Wiener process assumes independent increments of the
longitudinal process. While this is reasonable for our motivating example, we expect
in general circumstances measurements from the same individual to be correlated. In
this section, we present additional simulation studies ran to investigate any biases that
might arise when residual dependence is present. Specifically, we tested the ability
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Table 2.5 LTR model efficiency given ni = 7 (sparse) and ni = 36 (frequent)
measurements

true

LTR model
est (se)
mse

µ
λ
−1
FS12
(0.5)
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)

1
1
0.68
1.24
2.92

1.00
1.01
0.68
1.24
2.92

(0.04)
(0.07)
(0.02)
(0.04)
(0.18)

µ
λ
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

2
1
1.03
2.28
7.11

2.02
1.00
1.03
2.30
7.17

(0.12)
(0.06)
(0.04)
(0.11)
(0.59)

µ
λ
−1
(0.5)
FS12
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)

1
1
0.68
1.24
2.92

1.00
1.00
0.68
1.24
2.92

(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.02)
(0.05)
(0.18)

µ
λ
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

2
1
1.03
2.28
7.11

2.09
1.00
1.05
2.37
7.27

(0.14)
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.13)
(0.64)

IC model
est (se)
mse

Sparse measurements
0.001
1.04 (0.68)
0.006
10.87 (15.64)
<0.001
0.81 (0.79)
0.002
1.15 (0.82)
0.032
2.39 (0.52)
0.015
1.75 (0.18)
0.004
0.64 (0.22)
0.001
0.75 (0.16)
0.011
1.83 (0.26)
0.358
6.74 (0.69)
Frequent measurements
0.002
0.99 (0.05)
0.002
0.96 (0.13)
<0.001
0.66 (0.04)
0.003
1.23 (0.06)
0.032
2.93 (0.20)
0.029
0.001
0.002
0.023
0.432

1.99
0.97
1.01
2.26
7.14

(0.13)
(0.10)
(0.06)
(0.13)
(0.59)

eff

0.462
342.103
0.647
0.678
0.551

0.002
0.000
0.002
0.003
0.058

0.095
0.178
0.103
0.28
0.616

0.158
0.022
0.010
0.039
0.581

0.003
0.020
0.002
0.004
0.040

0.667
0.100
0.500
0.750
0.800

0.016
0.012
0.005
0.017
0.347

1.812
0.083
0.400
1.353
1.245

of the proposed method to estimate the marginal survival function from a Weiner
process model with a random slope term. To test the properties of our method under
the model misspecification, simulation studies were performed. We simulated the
longitudinal outcome as a Wiener process with both fixed and random slope. At
time t∗ij , the cervical dilation measurement was generated as
q

∗
Yij∗ = Yij−1
+ (β1 + bi )(t∗ij − t∗j−1 ) + σ (t∗ij − t∗ij−1 )εij

where εij ∼ N (0, 1) and bi ∼ N (0, σb2 ) is the random slope for ith woman. We did
simulations assuming the variance of the random slopes were σb2 = (0.152 , 0.32 ). The
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initial states of the process across all subjects were defined as Yi0∗ ∼ N (1, 1). We
generated 1000 datasets each with sample size of 500 when (A1 , A2 ) is (4, 5) and
(β1 , σ) is (1, 1), or (0.5, 1). For the β1 = 0.5 specification only the σb2 = 0.152 was
used to avoid negative (β1 + bi ). Note that when negative (β1 + bi ) are present the
survival function of interest is improper. We subset the longitudinal observations to
(ti , Y i ) = {(tij , Yij )j=1,2,...,mi } which are relevant in estimating S12 (see Section 2.3.1.
The average mi for (β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.32 ), (β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.152 ), and (β1 = 0.5, σb2 =
0.152 ) were 2.6, 2.3 and 2.5, respectively.
We compare the average estimated survival function to the marginal survival
function of the random slopes model
F̄SM12 (t|µ, λ, σb2 )

=

Z

F̄S12 (t|µ + b, λ)dFb (b|σb2 )

(2.4.1)

where F̄S12 (·|µ, λ) denotes the survival function of an inverse Gaussian with parameters, mean µ and scale parameter λ, and Fb (·|σb2 ) denotes a N (0, σb2 ) distribution
function. Note that F̄SM12 is not an inverse Gaussian distribution. As a result, the proposed model is misspecified in this setting. For example, the random slopes model
will appear to have more residual variability when fitted with the proposed method.
In Figure 2.2 to 2.4 we compare the true and estimated curves for (β1 = 1, σb2 =
0.32 ), (β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.152 ), and (β1 = 0.5, σb2 = 0.152 ) settings. For the proposed
model we present the average estimated survival curve
F̄ˆS12 (t|µ̂, λ̂) =

X
1 1000
F̄S (t|µ̂k , λ̂k )
1000 k=1 12

where {µ̂k , λ̂k } are the estimated parameters at the kth iteration, along with the 2.5th
and the 97.5th percentiles of the set {F̄S12 (t|µ̂k , λ̂k )|k=1,2,...,1000 }. Figures 2.2 to 2.4 also
contain the true marginal survival curve F̄SM12 given in (2.4.1). For the (β1 = 1, σb2 =
0.32 ) setting there is a some negative biases present early in the curve, and positive
bias later in the curve. The average estimated curve for the (β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.152 )
and (β1 = 0.5, σb2 = 0.152 ) settings are virtually unbiased, with the true marginal
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survival curves falling within the 95% point-wise confidence intervals throughout.
As a result, it appears that the proposed method accurately estimate the marginal
survival function F̄SM12 , especially when there is small-to-moderate variability in the
random slopes.
Figures 2.2 to 2.4 display the average estimated survival curve (solid black line)
with 95% point-wise empirical confidence intervals (black dotted line) versus the true
marginal survival curve F̄SM12 (dashed gray line).
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Figure 2.2 Estimated and the true S(t) when β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.3
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Figure 2.3 Estimated and the true S(t) when β1 = 1, σb2 = 0.15
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Figure 2.4 Estimated and the true S(t) when β1 = 0.5, σb2 = 0.15

2.5

Application on Consortium on Safe Labor data

We applied the proposed model and the analogous doubly interval censored model
on the CSL data. We randomly selected a sample of 2,000 out of 11,521 nulliparous
women from Utah site of the CSL study. We carried out two analyses. First, we
compared the estimates from unadjusted analyses using the LTR and IC models.
In the second analysis, we fitted the LTR model adjusted for maternal BMI levels
(adjusted model). Maternal BMI has been established to be a key factor in labor
progression and management, Vahratian et al. (2004); Kominiarek et al. (2011), however this has never been investigated for specific portions of the labor curve. The
maternal BMI levels were categorized as normal (18.5 to 24.9 kg/m2 ), overweight (25
to 29.9 kg/m2 ) and obese (above 30 kg/m2 ). We performed the analyses for two sets
of [A1 , A2 ]; (3, 4) and (7, 8) which respectively corresponds to early and late stages of
labor. The average mi was 2.6 and 2.3 for the (3, 4) and (7, 8) thresholds, respectively.
Table 2.6 shows parameter estimates from unadjusted and adjusted LTR model
and an unadjusted IC model with n=2000 nulliparous women. The displayed are
the point estimates, robust standard errors and corresponding 95% confidence intervals. For the adjusted model the mean survival times for the three BMI groups were
estimated as: µb 1 = b(A2b−A1 ) , µb 2 = b(A2b−A1 ) and µb 3 =
(β +β1BM I )
(β +β2BM I )
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(A2 −A1 )
b
β

for women with

.
Table 2.6 Parameter estimates from unadjusted and adjusted LTR
model and an unadjusted IC model with n=2000 nulliparous women
est (se)
95% ci
est (se)
95% ci
Unadjusted LTR model versus IC model
LTR model
IC model
µ
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.95)
λ

2.50
1.21
9.18
1.10

(0.06)
(0.11)
(0.51)
(0.20)

µ

1.29
0.40
5.45
0.27

(0.05)
(0.01)
(0.26)
(0.02)

−1
FS12
(0.5)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

λ

β
β1BM I
β2BM I
λ
µ1
−1
FS12
(0.5)
−1
FS12 (0.75)
−1
FS12
(0.95)
µ2
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)
µ3
−1
FS12 (0.5)
−1
FS12
(0.75)
−1
FS12 (0.95)

(A1 , A2 ) = (3, 4)
(2.38, 2.62)
2.58 (0.12)
(0.99, 1.43)
1.79 (0.11)
(8.17, 10.19)
7.34 (0.51)
(0.71, 1.49)
2.82 (0.47)
(A1 , A2 ) = (7, 8)
(1.20, 1.38)
0.71 (0.05)
(0.38, 0.43)
0.37 (0.04)
(4.95, 5.96)
2.52 (0.38)
(0.24, 0.30)
0.37 (0.11)
Adjusted LTR model

(2.35,
(1.57,
(6.33,
(1.91,

2.81)
2.01)
8.34)
3.73)

(0.61,
(0.29,
(1.76,
(0.16,

0.82)
0.46)
3.27)
0.58)

(A1 , A2 ) = (3, 4)
(A1 , A2 ) = (7, 8)
0.32 (0.04) (0.24, 0.39)
0.57 (0.03)
(0.50, 0.63)
0.11 (0.03) (0.04, 0.18)
0.29 (0.01)
(0.27, 0.31)
0.07 (0.001) (0.069, 0.07)
0.12 (0.06)
(-0.00, 0.24)
1.07 (0.09) (0.90, 1.23)
0.26 (0.02)
(0.23, 0.29)
Women with normal BMI
2.33 (0.08) (2.17, 2.50)
1.17 (0.05)
(1.06, 1.27)
1.15 (0.002) (1.14, 1.15)
0.38 (0.0001) (0.38, 0.38)
2.62 (0.11) (2.41, 2.82)
1.05 (0.19)
(0.68, 1.42)
8.48 (1.62) (5.31, 11.66)
4.92 (0.18)
(4.57, 5.26)
Overweight women
2.58 (0.24) (2.11, 3.06)
1.46 (0.14)
(1.18, 1.75)
1.21 (0.30) (0.62, 1.79)
0.40 (0.001) (0.40, 0.41)
2.83 (0.40) (2.04, 3.63)
1.20 (0.03)
(1.14, 1.26)
9.63 (1.55) (6.61, 12.66)
6.35 (2.61) (1.23, 11.46)
Obese women
3.14 (0.37) (2.41, 3.87)
1.77 (0.10)
(1.58, 1.96)
1.32 (0.04) (1.24, 1.40)
0.43 (0.03)
(0.37, 0.48)
3.27 (0.07) (3.13, 3.42)
1.32 (0.03)
(1.27, 1.38)
12.24 (2.03) (8.26, 16.23)
7.79 (0.50)
(6.81, 8.78)

normal BMI, overweight and obese (reference) women, respectively. The regression
coefficients, βb1BM I and βb2BM I estimate the difference in the rate of change of cervical
dilation per hour (cm/hr) between the obese women and the normal and overweight
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women, respectively. For the adjusted model we tested allowing the variance parameter λ to vary by BMI categories, but a likelihood ratio test preferred a model with
one λ parameter. Equations for estimated µ and λ for the unadjusted LTR model
and the IC model are as explained in Section 2.3.2. The parameter and percentile
−1
estimates, denoted by FS12
(q) for the qth percentile of S12 , can be viewed in Table

2.6. Wald-type confidence intervals were constructed using the robust delta method
presented in Section 2.3.3.
In Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 we display the estimated unadjusted survival curves
for both threshold definitions for the LTR and IC models. From the unadjusted
analysis, both LTR model and the IC model estimate the mean and the median
survival time closely. For example, to progress from 3 to 4 cm we estimate the mean
survival time as 2.50 hours and median survival time as 1.21 hours from the LTR
model. Similarly, using the IC model we estimate mean survival time of 2.58 hours
and median survival time of 1.79 hours. However, it will take 9.18 hours and 7.34
hours for 95% of women’s cervical dilation to progress from 3 to 4 cm based on the
LTR model and the IC model, respectively. To progress from 7 to 8 cm, based on the
LTR model we estimate the mean and median survival time as 1.29 hours and 0.40
hours, and 95th time percentile of 5.45 hours. On the other hand from IC model we
estimate mean and median survival time from 7 to 8 cm as 0.71 hours and 0.37 hours
with 95% of women crossing the two thresholds within 2.52 hours. The estimates
from LTR model have smaller standard errors in most occasions.
The results from adjusted LTR model show that, the estimated rate of change in
cervical dilation per hour is significantly faster for women with normal BMI compared
to obese women for early (β1BM I = 0.11, 95% CI : [0.04, 0.18]) and late (β1BM I =
0.29, 95% CI : [0.27, 0.31]) stages of labor. However the rate for the overweight
women is significant only for the early stage (β2BM I = 0.07, 95% CI : [0.069, 0.07]).
Overall, the rate of change appears to be slower at the early stage of labor and
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gradually accelerates in the later stage. For example, for the obese women the rate
is 0.32 cm/hr for the early stage and 0.57 cm/hr at the later stage. Overall, the
mean and median values show small differences between the BMI groups. For the
means these differences are statistically significant, but are unlikely to be significant
in practice. The biggest difference between BMI groups is in the latter percentiles
of the distributions. For example, in the later stage of labor the 95th percentile is
estimated to be 4.92 and 7.79 hours for normal and obese women, respectively, a
difference of 2.87 hours.

Figure 2.5 The estimated unadjusted survival curves given (A1 , A2 ) = (3, 4) cm

Figure 2.6 The estimated unadjusted survival curves given (A1 , A2 ) = (7, 8) cm
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2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that the distribution of the elapsed time between two pre-specified thresholds can be estimated via a LTR model. By relying
on the repeated measurements we incorporate the impact of the intermittent changes
of the underlying process. Our proposed method enables the utilization of all the
available data within a bounded interval, and appears to have more favorable properties than the competing interval censored approach especially when the longitudinal
measurements are sparse.
Our analysis of the CSL study data lead to some interesting conclusions regarding
the results from the LTR and IC models. While these models estimated similar means
and medians, marked differences in the later percentiles were evident. For example,
for women going from 7 to 8 cm dilation the LTR model estimated the 95th percentile
to be 5.45 hours (95% , CI [4.95, 5.96]) while the IC model estimated the same
quantity to be 2.52 hours (95% , CI [1.76, 3.27]). This is a stark difference when one
considers that an obstetrician might use the 95th percentile as a cutoff to advocate for
stopping natural labor in favor of other options (e.g., Cesarean section). When using
the results from the LTR model the cutoff is almost 3 hours later. Consequently,
if the IC results were used it could result in a higher rate of unnecessary Cesarean
sections. The longitudinal measurements were sparse (average mi was 2.6 and 2.3 for
(3, 4) and (7, 8), respectively), thus the simulation studies suggest that the IC results
should be used with caution. The adjusted LTR model found larger differences in
cervical dilation progression among the BMI groups at earlier stages of labor versus
the later stages. Women with normal BMI levels have significantly higher rate of
change in cervical dilation in both early and late stages of labor compared to obese
women. Further, at early stages of labor the cervical dilation of overweight women
progressed at a significantly faster rate than for obese women.
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2.7

Future Research

The proposed LTR model can be generalized to accommodate multiple thresholds
and allow for non-linearity in the longitudinal process. As a result, the model is a
viable method for representing the entire longitudinal process. This is an interesting
endeavor and my collaborator and dissertation advisor, Dr. Alexander McLain has
outlined the theoretical aspects of generalizing the current LTR model to multiple
thresholds. Below we present his proposed extensions.

2.7.1 LTR for Multiple Thresholds
We now extend the LTR model in Section 2.3.1 to multiple threshold values. For simplicity we demonstrate for two consecutive threshold pairs then extend to multiple
pairs below. Let A1 , A2 and A3 denote the thresholds of interest with the corresponding survival outcomes of interest S12 = S2 − S1 and S23 = S3 − S2 . For example, we
may be interested in the distribution of the time it takes a woman’s cervical dilation
to progress from 3cm to 4cm, and 4cm to 5cm. As a result, we extend the methods
from Section 2.3.1 to this situation. To this end, we expand the notation from Section
2.3.1 and include an extra subscript to differentiate data for [A1 , A2 ) and [A2 , A3 ).
That is, let Dik = (tik , Y ik ) = {(tijk , Yijk )j=1,2,...,mik }, Di0k = (ti0k , Yi0k ), and Dijk
denote the subset data, initial state, and history over [Ak , Ak+1 ), respectively, for
subject i. Recall that Dijk is the longitudinal history over subset [Ak , Ak+1 ) up to
time −tijk (where tijk is predictable).
Without loss of generality we assume that the distributions of the longitudinal
process over [A1 , A2 ) and [A2 , A3 ) only differ by their parameter values denoted by
θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively. Having multiple thresholds allows for non-linearity in the
longitudinal process. Note that Di1 and Di2 will overlap. Specifically, last observation
in Di1 and the first observation in Di2 are the same, i.e., (timi1 1 , Yimi1 1 ) = (ti12 , Yi12 ).
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Further, the distribution of Y changes at A2 assuming θ1 6= θ2 and the likelihood will
need to account for this change. Using the law of total probability, we condition on
the latent observation Si2 = min(t : Yi (t) = A2 ), and integrate out the conditional
density of Yi12 given Si2 over all possible Si2 . Conditional on Si2 , the density of Yi12
is akin to adding (Si2 , A2 ) to the history Di12 .
Putting these factors together, the density for Yi12 is given by
f (Yi12 |Di12 , θ 1 , θ 2 ) =

Z ti1
ti0

f {Yi12 |(Di12 , s, A2 ), θ 2 }fS2 (s|Di02 , θ 1 )ds.

(2.7.1)

Here, Yi12 is broken into two components, the first occurs over the interval (Yi02 , A2 ]
and is represented by fS2 in the integrand, which is a function of θ 1 only. The
second component (A2 , Yi12 ] is modeled via the density of Yi12 given the latent (S2 , A2 )
observation. This technique could be used with only two thresholds (A1 , A2 ) to allow
for a different distribution for Y < A1 , where we would then include (2.7.1) in the
likelihood given in (2.3.3).
Given the observed data D = {(tik , Y ik )k=1,2;i=1,2,...,n } the likelihood is then




i1 −1
 f (Y |D , θ , θ )
f (Yi11 |Di11 , θ 1 ) mY
i12
i12
1
2
f (Yij1 |Dij1 , θ 1 )
L(θ 1 , θ 2 |D) =


F̄ (A2 |Di12 , θ 1 , θ 2 )
j=2
i=1 F̄ (A1 |Di11 , θ)

n
Y


i2 −1
mY


j=2




f (Yij2 |Dij2 , θ) F̄ {A2 |Dimi2 , θ 2 },

(2.7.2)



where
F̄ (A2 |Di12 , θ 1 , θ 2 ) = Pr(Yi12 ≥ A2 |Di12 , θ 1 , θ 2 )
=

Z ti1
ti0

F̄ {0|(Di12 , s, A2 ), θ 2 }fS2 (s|Di02 , θ 1 )ds.

(2.7.3)

In general, using similar notation to above, the likelihood in (2.7.2) can be expanded
to a disjoint partition (Ak , Ak+1 ] for k = 1, 2, . . . , K via
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L(θ|D) =


ik −1
mY


f (Yijk |Dijk , θ k )


j=2
k=1


miK

Y−1

K−1
Y

n Y
n
Y

f (Yi11 |Di11 , θ 1 )
i=1 i=1 F̄ (A1 |Di11 , θ)


f (Yi1k+1 |Di1k+1 , θ k , θ k+1 ) 
F̄ (Ak+1 |Di1k+1 , θ k , θ k+1 )

f (YijK |DijK , θ K ) F̄ {AK − Yimik K |DimiK , θ K },



j=2



where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ K ), D = {(tik , Y ik )k=1,2,...,K;i=1,2,...,n } and
f (Yi1k+1 |Di1k+1 , θ k , θ k+1 ) is equivalent to (2.7.1), and F̄ (Ak+1 |Di1k , θ k , θ k+1 )
for k = 2, . . . , K − 1 is given in (2.7.3).
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(2.7.4)

Chapter 3
Penalized splines mixed effects model with
random time-shift parameters
3.1

Abstract

Monitoring cervical dilation patterns is important in labor management for it may
help obstetricians make pragmatic decisions whether a stalled labor should be allowed
to continue or stopped for other options. Nevertheless, modeling labor curves remains
a challenge since women are usually admitted into the hospital at different stages of
the cervical dilation and the onset (i.e., time=0) of labor is often unknown. This
constitutes error in the time variable that needs to be adjusted for in the analyses.
Several nonlinear methods have been proposed to model labor curves where the time
to full dilation (women are fully dilated at 10 cm of dilation) is used as the benchmark point and the time run backwards. However, these methods have drawbacks as
they do not include women whose cervical dilation do not get to 10 cm, and cannot
be used for prospective prediction. Recently, a change point model was proposed to
characterize labor curves. The time since admission to the hospital for each individual woman was scaled with an additive factor, to adjust for the unknown onset of
labor. This model adjusts for the unknown onset of labor but we feel that a change
point model is not a good approximation of labor curves which tend to be nonlinear.
Motivated by cervical dilation data from the CSL study, we propose to model labor
curves with a semi-parametric model with random time shift parameters. We view
each woman as having unknown time shift which when adjusted for appropriately
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aligns her curve. Our proposed model uses flexible truncated basis functions to capture the non-linear relationship between cervical dilation and time. We use penalized
smoothing splines to balance the complexity of the model with the goodness of fit.
The model is formulated in mixed effects framework where the basis coefficients enter
the model as random effects. The proposed model offers many advantages including
easy implementation in standard statistical software, less computational cost and adjusts for the unknown onset of cervical dilation process. To implement the random
time shift parameters, a Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM) procedure
was used. The random shift parameters were generated using a rejection sampling
algorithm in E-step. In M-step, we propose an augmented data approach which allows convenient updating of the parameters using Restricted Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (REML) procedure in nlme package in R. A non-parametric bootstrap
approach was used to compute the parameter standard errors and point-wide confidence intervals. We demonstrate the proposed method through simulation studies
and real data from Consortium of Safe Labor study.

3.2

Introduction

There has been increased interest in developing methods for characterizing labor
patterns for contemporary obstetric practice. Defining labor curves however remains
a challenging task due to the fact that women are admitted into the hospital at
different stages of cervical dilation and the onset of labor may be unknown. One
approach to this problem is to set the time to full dilation as the benchmark time
and recode the time for prior dilation measurements as the number of hours before
10 cm. In this context earlier authors have modeled cervical dilation process with a
polynomial repeated measures model, Zhang et al. (2002, 2010a) and with nonlinear
mixed effects models, (Conell-Price et al., 2008; Arunajadai, 2010; Elmi et al., 2011,
2014). In our view, the aforementioned methods are not efficient enough for handling
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labor curves given different subpopulations. That is, methods that use time at 10 cm
dilation or time at delivery as the benchmark offer valid inferences only when there
are no women with censored cervical dilations. With this in mind, McLain and Albert
(2014) proposed a change point model with mixed effects, and rescaled each individual
time with an additive factor to adjust for the unknown onset of labor. Whereas this
method tends to alleviate the time zero problem thus correcting the error in time
variable, cervical dilations exhibit nonlinear trends that may not be captured will by
a random change point model. Alternatively, we propose to model cervical dilation
process semi-parametrically with a penalized splines (P-splines) model as outlined by
(Eilers and Marx, 1996).
There is immense literature where semi-parametric models have been used to analyze longitudinal data with nonlinear trends. The methods have evolved and more
flexible model representations have emerged. Semi-parametric models have been expressed in linear mixed model (LMM) framework thus allowing the basis coefficients
to enter the model as random effects. In LMM formulation, the problem of estimating an optimal smoothing parameter reduces to estimating the variance components
and the smoothing parameter is estimated as a function of the basis coefficients variances (Durbán et al., 2005). Many researchers have explored the LMM formulation
to tackle complex nonlinear models. For example, Zeger and Diggle (1994) used a
semi-parametric mixed model to study the evolution of CD4+ cell count numbers of
HIV sero-converters. The model was implemented by specifying a parametric model
for the covariates adjustment, a non-parametric estimation of a smooth time trend
and a serial correlation structure for measurements from the same subject. Verbyla
et al. (1999) used a cubic smoothing spline mixed effects model to investigate the
effect of treatment on cow growth profiles. Using an additive non-parametric model,
Coull et al. (2001) investigated subjects’ characteristics that affect their response to
air pollution. The analyses were carried on the Utah Valley respiratory health and
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air pollution study data. A first order auto-regressive correlation structure was used
to capture the correlation between observations from the same subject. Wang et al.
(2003) proposed the use of a semi-parametric nonlinear mixed model to determine
disease effects on circadian rhythms of cortisol, an hormone that is affected by stress.
The model was specified as an invariant-shape mixed model where the covariate effects were modeled using a smoothing spline ANOVA decomposition. Meyer (2005);
Boligon et al. (2012) used B-splines random effects models to analyze the growth
of Australian Angus and Nellore cattle, respectively. The analyses utilized weights
data recorded from birth to 820 days of age and a weight data obtained from birth
to adulthood, respectively. Durbán et al. (2005) has given a detailed demonstration
on how to represent a semi-parametric model for longitudinal data as a linear mixed
model and offers various examples from a random intercept model, a model with
random intercept and random slope to a model with interactions of time and categorical variables. The formulation was demonstrated by analyzing a lymphoblastic
leukaemia data to investigate the long term effect of radiation therapy on the health
of children suffering from acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. See Zhang et al. (1998);
Rice and Wu (2001); Guo (2002); Currie and Durban (2002); Wand (2003); Gurrin
et al. (2005); Kauermann and Opsomer (2011) for more illustrations and inferences
on linear mixed model representation of semi-parametric models.
To adjust for the unknown onset of labor, we introduce random shift parameters
to align each individuals time points using the MCEM method as outlined in 3.3.
The MCEM is a modification of Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm whereby
at the E-step the expectation of the conditional log-likelihood of the complete data
is approximated by Monte Carlo sampling and the resulting expected log-likelihood
is optimized in the M-step. The MCEM method has been implemented widely to
approximate messy or intractable log-likelihoods in E-step. For example, through
simulation studies Ganguli et al. (2005) implemented MCEM method to fit an ad-
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ditive model where the predictor variables were subject to measurement error. Using a random effects model, Liu et al. (2005) incorporated the MCEM method to
analyze latent genetic and environmental effects on censored outcomes in twin studies. Golan and Rosset (2011) fitted a random effects model to estimate heritability
in genome wide studies where the parameter estimation was carried out using the
MCEM method. Gad and El Kholy (2012) implemented MCEM method to fit a
generalized linear mixed model whereby the random effects were assumed to have
a log-normal distribution. Kang et al. (2013) used MCEM method to assess diagnostic test accuracy for cervical neoplasis in women with atypical glandular cells of
undetermined significance (AGC). The true disease status was non-observed (latent
variable) but observations on at least 3 conditionally independent diagnosis tests
were available. See McCulloch (1997); Booth and Hobert (1999); Levine and Casella
(2001); Kim et al. (2003); Neath et al. (2013) for more illustrations of MCEM and
inferences. To implement the MCEM method, usually researchers use Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedures such as Metropolis-Hastings algorithm McCulloch
(1997); Kim et al. (2003), rejection sampling Booth and Hobert (1999) or important
sampling Booth and Hobert (1999); Levine and Casella (2001) to obtain the Monte
Carlo samples at the E-step. We chose to implement our MCEM procedure by sampling the random shift parameters using a rejection sampling algorithm. Our choice
for a rejection sampling was motivated by guaranteed independent samples.
This project exploits the connection between penalized spline smoothing and linear mixed effects model to analyze labor curves while adjusting for the uncertainty in
the onset of the process. This alternative approach has many advantages including
easy implementation in standard software such as the nlme package in R Pinheiro
et al. (2009) and less computational cost. To our knowledge, our research is the first
to formulate a semi-parametric model in LMM framework, to analyze longitudinal
data when the time onset of the process is prone to measurement error.
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The main objective of this project is to formulate and fit the proposed model on
a simulated data and CSL data. Specific objectives are (i) demonstrate the proposed
model through simulation studies in terms of bias and Mean Squared Error (MSE)
of the parameter estimates and estimate mean labor curves using simulated data (iii)
apply the proposed model on the CSL data.
This Chapter is organized as follow. In Section 3.3, we present the methodology.
We first present a review on the classical smoothing techniques, connection between
P-splines model and the linear mixed model, briefly outline the EM method, rejection
sampling algorithm and finally the proposed semi-parametric model. In Section 3.4,
we present the simulation studies. In Section 3.5, we present the application. We
present the conclusion and recommendation for further study in Section 3.6 and 3.7,
respectively.

3.3

Methodology

3.3.1 Overview of classical smoothing techniques
For the moment we assume the time shift parameters are known variables. At the
jth time point (j= 1,2,...,ni ), the cervical dilation of the ith woman (i=1,2,...,n) can
be represented as a simple semi-parametric model
yij = f (tij ) + εij

(3.3.1)

where f (tij ) function represents the mean cervical dilation at the jth time point
and εij is the measurement error. The function f (.) can be approximated by linear
combinations of K basis functions.
yij =

K
X

βk qk (t) + εij

(3.3.2)

k=1

There are several types of basis functions like Fourier basis, wavelets basis and spline
basis that are commonly used. Spline basis are a collection of piecewise polynomials
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that connect smoothly at knots and the total number of basis functions depends on the
number of knots (Coffey et al., 2014). Some of basis functions are B-splines, truncated
line basis functions or truncated time power basis. We shall utilize truncated line basis
functions due to their easy implementation in complicated models like our proposed
model. Expressing the function f (.) in 3.3.1 as a linear combination of truncated line
basis functions the model becomes
yij = β0 + β1 tij +

K
X

γk (tij − qk )+ + εij

(3.3.3)

k=1





0

where (tij − qk )+ =

tij ≤ qk




(tij

− qk )

tij > qk

and the parameters β = (β0 , β1 , γ) are population intercept, effect of the linear slope
and a vector of basis coefficients corresponding to the basis functions, respectively.
The term (tij − qk )+ captures the nonlinearity of the mean function.
Expressing 3.3.3 as a linear regression model y = Xβ+ε the regression coefficients
β can be estimated by minimizing the residual sum of squares RSS = (y − Xβ)T (y −
Xβ) where X is a design matrix given by




X=

1


1


.
 ..




ti1
ti2
..
.

(ti1 − q1 )+
(ti2 − q1 )+
..
.

(ti1 − q2 )+
(ti2 − q2 )+
..
.

· · · (ti1 − qk )+ 
···
···



(ti2 − qk )+ 



..

.




1 tini (tini − q1 )+ (tini − q2 )+ · · · (tini − qk )+

and one can evaluate the optimal number of basis functions by Cross Validation
(CV), Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) or Akaike Information Criteria (AIC).
Alternatively, to obtain the parameter estimates β one can employ smoothing splines
regression model and minimize the penalized RSS function
T

(y − Xβ) (y − Xβ) + α

Z

00

f (t)2 dt

(3.3.4)

Smoothing splines regression model requires placing the knots at each unique time
point and imposes a penalty on the minimization function to control over-fitting of the
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mean curve by shrinking the basis coefficients towards a linear fit. An added complex
arises in solving the integral in the penalty term since it requires numerical integration to solve and becomes more complex as the sample size increases. A more flexible
approach would be to use a Penalized splines smoothing (P-splines) model that is less
computational for it imposes a discrete penalty on the basis coefficients and is relatively less sensitive to the number of basis functions Ruppert (2002). Ruppert (2002)
recommends the number of knots K to be K = min( 14 number of unique t0ij s, 40). In
a P-splines model the penalized RSS function becomes
(y − Xβ)T (y − Xβ) + αβ T Dβ
where D is a penalty matrix such that β T Dβ =

PK

k=1

(3.3.5)

γk2 . Both P-splines and smooth-

ing splines regression uses a smoothing parameter α to control the smoothness of the
curve and an optimal smoothing parameter can be obtained using CV, GCV or AIC.

3.3.2 P-splines model as a LMM model
As demonstrated in Section 3.3.1, the classical smoothing techniques are more cumbersome to implement and less flexible. In addition, estimating β by minimizing
the least squares tends to give rough curves due to fluctuations in the basis coefficients estimates γk . A better approximation to the mean function and less cumbersome modeling approach would be to shrink the γk estimates towards zero by
letting γk ∼ N (0, σγ2 ) which is equivalent to penalization and works by replacing γk
with BLUPs (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) in mixed effects model Wand (2003);
Gurrin et al. (2005).
Expressing the P-splines model as a LMM model replaces the function f (.) with
a parametric form
Yi = Xi β + Zi γ + ε
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(3.3.6)

where β = (β0 , β1 ) and γ = (γ1 , γ2 , ..., γk )

Xi =

1


1


.
 ..




ti1 



ti2 

,
.. 
. 




1 tini









Zi =

 (ti1


 (t
 i2







− q1 ) +
− q1 ) +
..
.

(ti1 − q2 )+
(ti2 − q2 )+
..
.

· · · (ti1 − qk )+ 
···
···



(ti2 − qk )+ 



..

.




(tini − q1 )+ (tini − q2 )+ · · · (tini − qk )+

To achieve smoothness, a penalty term is imposed on the basis coefficients resulting
into the penalized likelihood function
1
1
γ
l(β; γ; α) = − (Y − Xβ − Zγ)T (Y − Xβ − Zγ) − γ T D
2
2
α

(3.3.7)

where D is the penalty matrix. The penalized likelihood function 3.3.7 corresponds
to the penalized minimization criterion PRSS = ||Y − Xβ − Zγ||2 + α||γ||2 and the
estimates of β and γ are obtained as the BLUPs of the mixed model.

3.3.3 Expectation Maximization
Expectation Maximization algorithm is a method for parameter estimation using likelihood functions in presence of missing or incomplete data (Dempster et al., 1977).
The method partitions data into y = (yobs , ymis ) where yobs is the observed "incomplete" data, and ymis is the unobserved "missing data". The interest is to maximize
the log-likelihood of the complete data l(θ; y) = log[f (y; θ)]. However, the log likelihood function of the complete data can not be maximized since y is not wholly
observed. Instead, the EM method replaces the log[f (y; θ)] with its conditional expectation given the observed data yobs at current values of θ ∈ Θ. The EM method
follows the following steps to estimate parameter θ.
Step 0: Choose the initial values of parameters θ 0 . Step 1: At the E-step, at rth
iteration, the conditional expectation of the complete data log-likelihood is computed
given the observed data yobs at the current parameter θ r as
Q(θ; θ r ) = Eθ [l(θ; y)|yobs , θ r ]
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Step 2: At the M-step, the new parameter θ r+1 is found by maximizing Q(θ; θ r ) such
that
Q(θ r+1 ; θ r ) ≥ Q(θ; θ r )
The algorithm then iterates between the Expectation (E-step) and the Maximization
(M-step) steps to get maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of the parameter θ. The
EM method is applicable when the E-step is tractable which does not always happen.
The MCEM method is commonly applied when the equation in E-step is intractable
or messy. The MCEM is a modification of EM algorithm whereby at the E-step the
expectation of the conditional log likelihood of the complete data is approximated by
Monte Carlo sampling and the resulting expected log-likelihood is optimized in the
M-step.

3.3.4 Rejection Sampling
Rejection sampling is a sampling technique used for drawing random samples from a
given distribution to obtain numerical results. Rejection sampling does not require
knowledge of the conditional posterior distribution of the parameters. However, the
method requires a candidate distribution q(θ) which is easy to sample from and
resembles the posterior density function p(θ|y) of interest in terms of location and
support. The method requires the "envelope property" to hold. That is, for all
unknown parameters
p(θ|y) ≤ c(q(θ))

(3.3.8)

where the posterior density p(θ|y) is the target distribution, q(θ) is the candidate
distribution and c is a normalizing constant (Ghosh et al., 2007). The posterior
density function p(θ|y) =

p(y|θ)p(θ)
p(y)

∝ p(y|θ)p(θ) since p(y) is a constant in reference

to θ. The p(θ) is the prior distribution of θ. Rejection sampling is implemented by
drawing θ from the candidate distribution and u ∼ U (0, 1) independently. At the rth
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draw, accept θr to be from the target distribution if
u≤

p(θ|y)
c(q(θ))

(3.3.9)

otherwise reject and again draw θ from the candidate distribution and compare to a
new u via 3.3.9. This process is repeated until M samples are drawn.

3.3.5 Proposed Semi-parametric model
We utilize the connection between linear mixed effects model and penalized smoothing
splines to fit the proposed semi-parametric model and incorporate random time shift
parameters.

Modeling framework
Let ti = (ti1 , ti2 , ..., tini ) and yi = (yi1 , yi2 , ..., yini ) be the vector of the observed
time points and repeated measurements of the outcome for the ith subject, (i =
1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., ni ). The ti is the recorded time points since the woman was
admitted in the hospital. Define (ti −∆i ) as the shifted time for the ith subject where
2
) is a random shift parameter.
∆i ∼ N (0, σ∆

At time point tij , we model the outcome of the ith subject as
yij = f (tij − ∆i ) + gi (tij − ∆i ) + εij

(3.3.10)

where f(.) is the population mean, gi (.) captures the deviation from the overall mean
and ε ∼ N (0, σε2 ) is the measurement error for the jth measurement. We estimate
the functions f(.) and gi (.) in (3.3.10) by K and Kc truncated line basis functions
respectively. The model imposes a penalty on the basis coefficients in f (.) function
to control for over fitting of the mean curve. We evaluate the basis functions at fixed
knots q1 < q2 , ..., < qk and q1 < q2 , ..., < qkc where the knots are defined as quantiles
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of the observed time. In this regard, (3.3.10) becomes
Yij = β0 +β1 (tij −∆i )+

K
X

γk (tij −∆i −qk )+ + bi (tij −∆i )+

Kc
X

λik (tij −∆i −qk )+ +εij

k=1

k=1

(3.3.11)
For simplicity of notations, we shall assume K = Kc unless stated otherwise.
In model 3.3.11, the parameters γk are the basis coefficients common across subjects and λik are subject-specific basis coefficients. The term (tij − ∆i − qk )+ captures
the nonlinear trends of the labor curves and is such that (tij −∆i −qk )1(tij −∆i > qk ).
As demonstrated in Section 3.3.2, we implement the proposed semi-parametric model
as a linear mixed model where the basis coefficients γk ∼ N (0, σγ2 ) and λik ∼ N (0, σλ2 )
enter the model as random effects.
In the linear mixed model formulation, the matrix form of (3.3.11) is
Y = X(∆)β + Z(∆)u + ε

(3.3.12)

where YT = [Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn ] , β T = [β0 , β1 ]


X(∆) =





1


1


.
 ..




X1 



X2 

,
.. 
. 




Z(∆) =



 Z1p


Z
 2p

 .
 ..




Znp

1 Xn

X1
0
..
.
0

0

···

X2 · · ·
.. . .
.
.
0

0
0
..
.

· · · Xn

Z1s
0
..
.
0

0

···

Z2s · · ·
.. . .
.
.
0

0 
0
..
.

· · · Zns












For the ith subject, Xi is a vector of shifted time points and Zip is a matrix of the
basis functions corresponding to the basis coefficients common across subjects


Xi =

 ti1


t
 i2









− ∆i 



− ∆i 

,

..

.




tini − ∆i



Zip =

 (ti1









− ∆ i − q1 ) +
..
.

(tini − ∆i − q1 )+

...
..
.

(ti1 − ∆i − qk )+ 


..

.


... (tini − ∆i − qk )+




and Zis is a matrix of the basis functions corresponding to the basis coefficients specific
to the ith subject. The random vectors u = [γ, b1 , b2 , ..., bn , λ], γ = (γ1 , γ2 , ..., γk ),
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and λ = (λ1 , λ2 , λn ) where λi = (λi1 , λi2 , ..., λik ). The vectors ε and u are assumed
to be independent. That is,



  

 

2
σγ I




0 

0 Σ
 where Σ = cov(u) =  0
  ∼ N   , 


 
  

0
0 σε2 I
ε

0
u

0

0 







σb2 I

0

0

σλ2 I

As explained in Section 3.3.2, for a given σε2 and Σ the estimates of β and u of a linear
mixed model are equivalent to solutions to the penalized least squares minimization
problem
 
β̂ 
 
 



= argminβ,u ||Y − X(∆)β − Z(∆)u||2 + α||γ||2



û

where α is a smoothing parameter expressed as α = σε2 /σγ2
Estimation & Inference
2
We estimate the unknown parameters θ = (β, σ∆
, σε2 , Σ) of model (3.3.12). If the

shift parameters ∆ were known variables model (3.3.12) would be fit as a linear mixed
effects model. Typically a REML procedure (Patterson and Thompson, 1971) is used
as the estimation criteria whereby the restricted log likelihood
1
lR (σγ2 , σλ2 , σb2 , σε2 ) = − log|V|
2

(3.3.13)

1
1
− log|XT V−1 X| − yT (V−1 − V−1 X(XT V−1 X)−1 XT V−1 )y
2
2
is optimized with respect to the variance components (σε2 , σb2 , σγ2 , σλ2 ), V = ZΣZT + R
and R = σ 2ε In . The fixed effects β and random coefficients u can then be determined
as the solutions of the mixed model equations (Henderson, 1973; Robinson, 1991).
b = (XT V−1 X)−1 XT V−1 y,
β

−1

b
c (y − Xβ)
b TV
b = ΣZ
u

Here ∆ being random complicates the estimation procedure by inducing an intractable integral in the E-step. To circumvent the estimation problem, we incorpo46

rate the random time shifts parameters via an MCEM procedure (Wei and Tanner,
1990) and sample the shift parameters using a rejection sampling algorithm in E-step.
MCEM approximation and variables definitions
Let y be the observed data with density function f (y; θ) and ∆ the unobserved
variable with density function f (∆) and posterior distribution
2
)
h(∆; y, θ) ∝ f (y|∆; θ)f (∆|σ∆

(3.3.14)

Further let (y, ∆) be the complete data with conditional log-likelihood
log {f (y, ∆; θ)|y}
In linear mixed effects model, the Expectation Maximization algorithm evaluates
the log-likelihood of the complete data to obtain the MLE of θ over the marginal
distribution of y obtained after integrating out the random effects u = (γ, λ, b).
Note that given ∆
f (y; θ) =

Z Z Z

f (y, γ, λ, b|θ)dγdλdb =

Z

f (y, u|θ)du

has a closed form unlike when ∆ is unknown and one requires solving the integral
Z

2
f (y; θ)dF (∆|σ∆
)

=

Z

f (y, ∆|θ)d∆

Our approach is to use Monte Carlo simulations to approximate the expected conditional log-likelihood of the complete data in E-step which at the r iteration is given
by
Q(θ|θ (r) ) = Eθ(r) [log {f (y, ∆; θ)|y}] =

Z

log {f (y, ∆; θ)} h(∆; y, θ (r) )d∆(3.3.15)

Let ∆il be the lth sample of the ∆ value for the ith subject, l=1,2,...,M. In E-step we
replace (3.3.15) with the Monte Carlo approximation
QM (θ|θ

(r−1)

M X
n
o
n
1 X
(r)
)=
log f (yi , ∆il ; θ)
M l=1 i=1

where yi is the observed data for the ith subject.
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(3.3.16)

MCEM Algorithm steps
We carry out the estimation procedure by first getting the initial parameters θ (0) =
2
, Σ) by fitting model (3.3.12) as a linear mixed effects model in nlme R
(β, σε2 , σ∆

package. We initiate ∆ as ∆ ∼ N (0, 1) and follow the following algorithm steps until
convergence:
Step 1: At the rth iteration generate ∆il for the ith subject using rejection
sampling algorithm given θ (r−1) . We sample ∆il from their posterior distribution
2
h(∆; yi , θ) by (a): Drawing ∆il from a candidate distribution g(∆), a N (0, σ∆
) and

independently drawing u ∼ U (0, 1) (b): We accept ∆il as a random sample from
h(∆; yi , θ) if

(r)

u≤
n

f (yi |∆il ; θ (r−1) , γb (r−1) )f (∆)
cg(∆)

(3.3.17)

o

where c = sup∆ f (yi |∆; θ (r−1) , γb (r−1) ) . Otherwise we reject and repeat Step (a) to
(b) until M samples are drawn. The acceptance criteria equation (3.3.17) is equivalent
to
(r)

f (yi |∆il ; θ (r−1) , γb (r−1) )
u≤
c
since the candidate distribution g(∆) is chosen to be equal to the prior distribution
f (∆). It is important to note that, though the basis coefficients γ are modeled
as random effects, the γ’s are population level parameters. Thus, in the acceptance
criteria 3.3.17 we assume y has a marginal multivariate normal distribution with mean
X(∆)β + Zp γ and variance structure Zts GZTts + R, where R is as defined before and
G is the covariance matrix of subject-specific random effects bi and λi . The design
matrix Zp is as defined before and Zts is the design matrix for subject-specific random
effects


Zts =

 ti1









− ∆i
..
.

(ti1 − ∆i − q1 )+
..
.

tini − ∆i (tini − ∆i − q1 )+
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...
...

(ti1 − ∆i − qk )+ 


..

.


... (tini − ∆i − qk )+




Step 2: In the E-step replace (3.3.15) with the Monte Carlo approximation as shown in
equation 3.3.16. Step 3: In the M-step, θ is updated by optimizing the log-likelihood
of the resulting augmented data using the REML procedure in the nlme R package.
The augmented data is the duplicate of the original data such that for the ith subject,
the "new" data is




Yi
...
Yi 
 Yi

(Yi , ti )Tnew = 


ti − ∆i1 ti − ∆i2 ... ti − ∆iM
The estimates from Step 3 are used as the values for the (r + 1)th iteration. At rth
2
with the ∆ sample variance from (r − 1) iteration given by
iteration, we update σ∆
1
nM −1

Pn

i=1

PM

l=1 (∆il

− µ∆ )2 .

The MCEM procedure is an approximation to the EM so there is a possibility
of premature convergence due to the Monte Carlo sampling error and no guarantee
that the likelihood will improve or the ascent property will hold. We therefore repeat
Steps (1) to (3) until |lR (θ)(r) − lR (θ)(r−1) | < 0.005 for three consecutive iterations
and take the final estimated parameters as the MLE. Here lR (θ) is the restricted log
likelihood obtained from the REML procedure in Step 3. Usually the estimates from
first iterations are further from the MLE. Therefore, we generate a small number
of ∆’s per subject in the early iterations and increase gradually as the algorithm
progresses. Table 3.1 shows the generated number of ∆ samples relative to the number
of iterations.
Table 3.1 Updating the size of M at each iteration in MCEM algorithm

Iterations
∆ samples

1-9
10

10 - 24
50

25 - 39
100
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40 - 54
200

55 - 69
500

70 and above
1000

3.3.6 Model checking and Goodness of Fit
When analyzing longitudinal data, one is required to chose the best mean function
and variance-covariance structure that leads to a simple and yet a parsimonious fit
that adequately explains the variability in the outcome variable. The proposed semiparametric model (3.3.12) introduces basis functions (nonlinear terms) in both the
population mean and subject-specific slopes. To test whether a simpler model is
more appropriate for modeling the labor curves, one can test whether the variances
of the basis coefficients are zero. Using the hierarchy of random effects, one can
test whether the nonlinear term in the random slopes should be omitted using the
following hypothesis H(0) : σλ2 = 0 : versus H(1) : σλ2 > 0
In linear mixed models, model building usually involves using a likelihood ratio
(LRT) test based on REML to compare models with different covariance structures
and a LRT test based on ML to compare models with different mean structures. A
LRT test based on the REML is of the form
LRTRes = −2[lR (H0) − lR (H1)]

(3.3.18)

where lR (H0) and lR (H1) are the restricted log likelihood under the null and under
the alternative hypotheses respectively. The test statistic is assumed to have a χ2v
under H0 where v is the difference in the number of parameters between models under
H1 and H0.
It is worthy to note that, in marginal models the covariance structure V is required
to be positive definite which is a weaker assumption compared to when subjectspecific inferences are of interest. For example, in a hierarchical model (like the
proposed model) the covariance structure Σ of the random effects is required to be
positive definite. Evaluating variance components in this case results into one-sided
hypothesis in a constrained parameter space. This is as a result of all the hypothesis
laying on the boundary of parameter space (Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2007). Thus
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evaluating null hypothesis such as σλ2 = 0 places the covariance structure on the
boundary of parameter space since σλ2 ∈ [0, ∞]. Therefore the above hypothesis test
is of "nonstandard" form and the test statistic (3.3.18) may be inappropriate in this
case. A better alternative would be to approximate the distribution of LRTRes with
a mixture of chi-square distributions
1 2 1 2
χ + χ
2 q 2 q+1

(3.3.19)

where q is the number of fixed effects under the null hypothesis. Self and Liang
(1987); Stram and Lee (1994) have demonstrated that under the assumption that
the vector y can be subsetted into independent sub vectors and that the number
of subvectors tend to infinity, then the asymptotic distribution of LRTRes is a mixture of chi-square distribution. However, this assumption does not hold under the
alternative hypothesis for semi-parametric model and some authors have suggested
use of simulations to determine the distribution of likelihood ratio test under the
null hypothesis (Crainiceanu et al., 2002). The simulation approach entails estimating model parameters at the null hypothesis then simulating the distribution of the
likelihood ratio test under the null hypothesis at the estimated parameters (Durbán
et al., 2005). An R package RLRsim exists can be used to implement this approach.
The method however is not feasible for complex models especially with large number
of observations like our proposed model.
For illustration purposes, Durbán et al. (2005) used a mixture of chi-square test to
examine if a simpler semi-parametric model that assumes equal covariance structures
across treatment groups was more adequate than a model that specified different
covariance structures per treatment group. Our proposed model is a semi-parametric
model that employs the MCEM method in parameter estimation. In reference to this,
we feel that none of the mentioned goodness of fit tests are appropriate. In future,
we shall investigate more on model diagnosis for the proposed model.
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3.4

Simulation

We used simulation studies to demonstrate the performance of our proposed model
in terms of parameter bias, standard errors and mean squared error. The model
was applied on 200 simulated datasets each with 500 sample size. We generated the
data of the ith subject as in model (3.3.12) and compared the parameter estimates
when different number of knots (K, Kc ) are used in fitting the proposed model. We
also checked the impact that the number of measurements ni per subject had on the
parameter estimates for a given set of (K, Kc ). In this regard, we did simulations
assuming ni is 5 and 10 and the observed time is tij ∼ U (0, 5). For ni =10, we
set (K, Kc ) to be either (2,2), (2,5), (5,2), (10,5), (30,5) or (30,3) and for ni =5,
(K, Kc ) was either (2,2), (10,3), (30,3) or (5,2). The true values of parameters, θ
2
=1, σγ2 =0.015, σλ2 =0.05, σb2 =1.
were specified as β0 =1, β1 =1.5, σε2 =0.5, σ∆

Tables 3.2 to 3.5 show results from simulated data. From the results we observe
that, when the number of observations recorded per subject are ni =10, the parameter
estimates from all the models have similar bias and MSE except when K, Kc = (2,2)
where the estimates have relatively larger bias. When ni =5 the estimates have
similar bias and MSE across all the models. When same number of knots is used,
the estimates have relatively smaller MSE and higher bias when ni=10 than when
ni=5. Overall, all the estimates had small bias and MSE across models regardless of
the number of knots used or number of observations per subjects. We also plotted
the mean individual profiles against the true profiles as displayed in Figure 3.1. The
red lines represent the estimated mean profiles and the dark lines the true profiles for
20 subjects. The estimated mean profiles are close to the true profiles as observed in
the Figure.
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Table 3.2 Summary of 200 simulated datasets with
n=500 and ni =10
true
β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

est

bias

K, Kc = (10, 5)
0.9762
-0.0238
1.5263
0.0263
0.5035
0.0035
0.9751
-0.0249
0.0590
0.0090
0.9887
-0.0113
K, Kc = (30, 5)
0.9851
-0.0149
1.4943
-0.0057
0.5073
0.0073
0.9934
-0.0066
0.0748
0.0248
0.9354
-0.0646

se

mse

0.0584
0.1096
0.0128
0.0794
0.0229
0.0722

0.0040
0.0127
0.0002
0.0069
0.0006
0.0053

0.0586
0.1215
0.0125
0.0761
0.0185
0.0797

0.0036
0.0148
0.0003
0.0058
0.0009
0.0106

Table 3.3 Summary of 200 simulated datasets with
n=500 and ni =5
true

est

β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2 1

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05

1.0000
1.4911
0.5045
0.9896
0.0278
1.0250

β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

bias

K, Kc = (10, 3)
0.0000
-0.0089
0.0045
-0.0104
-0.0222
0.0250
K, Kc = (30, 3)
0.9957
-0.0043
1.5013
0.0013
0.5101
0.0101
0.9934
-0.0066
0.0418
-0.0082
1.0007
0.0007
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se

mse

0.0704
0.1384
0.0201
0.0849
0.0498
0.0924

0.0050
0.0193
0.0004
0.0073
0.0030
0.0091

0.0726
0.1455
0.0205
0.0886
0.0566
0.0989

0.0053
0.0212
0.0005
0.0079
0.0033
0.0098

Table 3.4 Summary of 200 simulated datasets
with n=500, K, Kc =(2,2) knots for both ni=10
and ni=5 observations
true
β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

est

bias

se

mse

ni =10
0.9554 -0.0446 0.0644 0.0061
1.5247 0.0247 0.0663 0.0050
0.5032 0.0032 0.0137 0.0002
0.9552 -0.0448 0.0742 0.0075
0.0843 0.0343 0.0649 0.0054
0.9863 -0.0137 0.0713 0.0053
ni =5
0.9897 -0.0103 0.0637 0.0042
1.5020 0.0020 0.0786 0.0062
0.5055 0.0055 0.0218 0.0005
0.9727 -0.0273 0.0866 0.0082
0.0489 -0.0011 0.0620 0.0038
1.0056 0.0056 0.0844 0.0071

Figure 3.1 Estimated individual profiles. n = 500, ni = 10, K, Kc = (30, 5)

3.5

Application on Consortium on Safe Labor data

We applied the proposed semi-parametric model on the CSL data. We sampled 500
women from 11,521 nulliparous women from the Utah site and fitted the proposed
model (3.3.12) with time variable only. We used K, Kc = (30,3) knots. Table 3.6
shows the parameter estimates, their corresponding standard errors and 95% point-
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Table 3.5 Summary of 200 simulated datasets
with n =500, K, Kc =(5,2) knots for both ni
=10 and ni=5 observations
true
β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

1
1.5
0.5
1
0.05
1

est

bias

se

mse

ni =10
0.9896 -0.0104 0.0577 0.0034
1.5556 0.0556 0.1396 0.0226
0.5036 0.0036 0.0118 0.0001
0.9617 -0.0383 0.0762 0.0073
0.0743 0.0243 0.0514 0.0032
0.9837 -0.0163 0.0695 0.0051
ni =5
0.9897 -0.0103 0.0637 0.0042
1.5020 0.0020 0.0786 0.0062
0.5055 0.0055 0.0218 0.0005
0.9727 -0.0273 0.0866 0.0082
0.0489 -0.0011 0.0620 0.0038
1.0056 0.0056 0.0844 0.0071

wise confidence intervals. The standard errors and point-wise confidence intervals
were computed using 250 non-parametric bootstraps. We set the initial variance of
∆ as 1.
Table 3.6 Parameter estimates from the
semi-parametric model with n=500
nulliparous women based on K, Kc =(30,3)
β0
β1
σε2
2
σ∆
σλ2
σb2

est
2.530
0.285
0.854
3.080
0.448
0.512

se
0.139
0.313
0.090
0.976
0.163
0.158

95% ci
(2.382, 2.974)
(-0.412, 0.702)
(0.788, 1.154)
(1.654, 5.051)
(0.338 , 0.929)
(0.297 , 0.867)

From Table 3.6, the parameter estimates of fixed intercept and slope are (β0 =2.530,
95%IC: [2.382, 2.974]) and (β1 =0.285, 95%IC: [-0.412, 0.702]). We estimated the
variance components as: measurement error variance (0.854, 95%IC: [0.788, 1.154]),
variance of the random shift parameter (3.080, 95%IC: [1.654, 5.051]), variance of
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subject-specific basis coefficients (0.448, 95%IC : [0.338 , 0.929]) and the variance of
random effect for the linear time slope (0.512, 95%IC: [0.297 , 0.867]).
We also plotted the mean labor curve of women from the CSL data. From the
fitted model on the CSL data, we obtained the population level estimates (β̂0 , β̂1 , γ̂)
and the variances of subject-specific random effects σbb2 and σbλ2 . Then we randomly
generated 125 samples of b ∼ M V N (0, σbb2 I), and λ ∼ M V N (0, σbλ2 I). Given the
population level estimates and the sampled subject-specific random effects, we then
estimated 125 mean labor curves. Figure 3.2 shows the average mean labor curve
(dashed black line), 25th (gray line), 50th (blue line) and 75th (gray line) percentiles.
We estimate that 50% of the mean labor curves are within the gray lines as shown in
the Figure.

Figure 3.2 Estimated mean labor curve of women from the CSL study

3.6

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the proposed model through simulation studies and application on a real dataset from CSL study. Through simulation studies we found that,
the estimated parameters have small bias and MSE regardless of the number of knots.
Our findings collaborate with the Ruppert (2002) recommendations on knot selection
for a P-splines model. It seems that when the number of observations per subject
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is frequent, the parameter estimates have relatively higher bias but smaller MSE in
many occasions than when sparse observations are taken per subject. This observation was based on 10 and 5 observations per subject thus further investigation is
needed since there is no much difference between 5 and 10 observations. Overall,
the parameter estimates from our proposed model have small bias and MSE given
different number of knots and observations per a subject.

3.7

Recommendation

The reported analyses have focused on simulation studies and the application on
CSL data without considering factors associated with cervical dilation like maternal
Body Mass Index (BMI). We shall extend the proposed semi-parametric model to
accommodate covariates like BMI and estimate the mean labor curves for women in
different BMI categories. We shall categorize the BMI groups as: normal (18.5 to 24.9
kg/m2 ), overweight (25 to 29.9 kg/m2 ) and obese (above 30 kg/m2 ). The estimated
mean labor curves will be compared with the observed cervical dilation curves as
a way to determine the appropriateness of the proposed model in approximating
cervical dilation curves. During the actual labor management, some variables are
measured while the women are already admitted in the hospital. These variables are
time varying covariates that need to be considered in the analysis. Therefore, we plan
to extend the proposed model to accommodate time varying covariates in order to
depict the true scenario in labor management. The current CSL data does not have
time dependent covariates but this extension can be demonstrated using simulation
studies.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Individualized Prediction in presence
of Measurement Error in the time variable
4.1

Abstract

Predicting a woman’s time to full cervical dilation is important in labor management
for it may aid obstetricians to decide whether a woman should be allowed to dilate
or booked for alternative procedures like Cesarean section. Such decisions are often
based on the woman’s labor patterns and their past measurements. A challenge arises
since the recorded time points are based on when the woman was admitted to the
hospital and not when the cervical dilation started. This project aims to extend
Chapter 3 to a unified dynamic prediction approach where the remaining time to full
dilation of a woman is predicted based on her past measurements. The prediction
was implemented via a Monte Carlo method that takes into account the uncertainty
in the population level estimates and in the variance components estimates. We used
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to check the ability of our proposed
method to discriminate between women who will achieve a full dilation within a given
time frame and those who will not. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) was used to
quantify the predictive ability of the method. The prediction ability was evaluated
using a simulated data.
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4.2

Introduction

In 1950s Friedman (1954) characterized the first stage of labor as composed of latent
and active phases. The latent phase is the onset of regular uterine contraction and
the active phase starts with a noticeable change in cervical dilation that ends with
full dilation at 10 centimeters (cm). Friedman depicted abnormal labor progression
in the active phase of labor as change in cervical dilation less than 1.2 cm per hour for
nulliparous women and 1.5 cm per hour in multiparous women (Zhang et al., 2002;
Vahratian et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010a). While the Friedman description of the
labor curve gave guidance on the relationship between labor duration and cervical
dilation, women have labor patterns that deviate from mean curve and obstetricians
often monitor labor by taking measurements on cervical dilation periodically then
use Friedman labor definition to make decision.
The management of labor has notably changed in contemporary practice and
there is increased interventions by obstetricians like labor induction, oxycotin use
and epidural analgesia which have the potential to alter normal labor progression.
For example, cases of labor induction have increased from 9.0% in 1989 Vahratian
et al. (2006) to 23.3% in 2012 (Osterman and Martin, June 2014). This calls for
better statistical methods for studying labor progression and prediction of time to
full dilation in contemporary practice.
In this Chapter, we extend the proposed model in Chapter 3 to dynamic individualized prediction of women’s time to full dilation based on their past measurements.
We fit the proposed model in Chapter 3 on a training data and implement predictions
on a test data. To carry out prediction, we sample random effects of women in the
test data from their posterior distribution given the estimated parameters and a small
sample of their data. We use a rejection sampling algorithm to generate the random
effects samples.
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This Chapter is organized as follow. In Section 4.3, we present methodology and
outline the prediction procedure including the sampling algorithm and method used
in computing sensitivity and specificity for plotting ROC curves. In Section 4.4, we
present ROC curves and AUC from a single simulated data. We conclude in Section
4.5 and in Section 4.6 we present recommendation for further study.

4.3

Methodology

4.3.1 Modeling framework
Let Dim = (tim , yim ) be the training set of the ith individual from the test dataset,
tim = (ti1 , ti2 , ..., tim ) and yim = (yi1 , yi2 , ..., yim ) for i= 1,2,...n. For example, if
a woman has 10 observations , we may decide to use the first 4 observations in
prediction. Thus tim = (ti1 , ti2 , ti3 , ti4 ) and yim = (yi1 , yi2 , yi3 , yi4 ). Define the subjectspecific random effects as Θ = (∆, bi , λ) where as explained before, ∆ is a random
shift time parameter for the ith woman, bi is a random effect for the linear time slope
and λ = (λ1 , λ2 , ..., λk ) is a vector of subject-specific basis coefficients for the ith
woman.
b
b b b are the population level parameter estimates obtained
Assume β
pred = (β0 , β1 , γ)

by fitting model (3.3.12) on the training data where βb0 is the estimated fixed intercept, βb1 the fixed effect for the linear time slope and γb = (γb1 , γb2 , ..., γbk ) are basis
2 b2 b2
b pred = c(σ
b ε2 , σ
b∆
coefficients common across subjects. Let ω
, σb , σλ ) be the estimated

variance components, σbε2 is the estimated variance
error and the es of measurement

2

timated variance structure of Θ,

b
Σ

Θ

is given as

b
σ
 ∆

 0




0

0

0 

σbb2

0

0

σbλ2 I








b
b ) the estib pred ) be the density function of Dim and f (Θ|Σ
Further let f (Dim ; β
Θ
pred , ω
b
b pred ) ∝
mated prior distribution of Θ with a posterior distribution h(Θ|Dim ; β
pred , ω
b
b ).
b pred )f (Θ|Σ
f (Dim ; β
Θ
pred , ω
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4.3.2 Sampling Algorithm
We used rejection sampling procedure to generate M samples of Θ using the following
steps: (i) Fit model (3.3.12) on the training data to obtain the population level
b
b pred (ii) For the ith subject at the rth
estimates β
pred and the variance components ω
b
b pred ) by drawing
iteration, sample Θ from the posterior distribution h(Θ|Dim ; β
pred , ω
b ) is normal distribution with
b ) where g(.|Σ
Θ(r) from a candidate distribution g(Θ|Σ
Θ
Θ
b and independently draw u from the uniform(0,1) distribution.
mean 0 and variance Σ
Θ
b
b pred ) if
(iii) Accept Θ(r) as a random sample from h(Θ|Dim ; β
pred , ω

u≤
n

b
b pred )
f (Dim |Θ(r) ; β
pred , ω
c

(4.3.1)

o

b
b pred ) . Otherwise reject and repeat step (i) to (iii)
where c = supΘ f (Dim |Θ; β
pred , ω

until M samples are drawn.

4.3.3 Receiver operating characteristic curves
In this section, we outline the approach used to check the discriminate ability of our
proposed model. Specifically, we want to investigate how our model discriminates
against women who will achieve full dilation within a given time period against those
who will not.
Let Ti be the true time to 10 cm for the ith woman, tim the last measurement of
the individual training data Dim and L the length of the time period of interest (in
hours). To determine women who will take more thanL hours to attain full dilation,



0

if (Ti − tim ) ≤ L


1

if (Ti − tim ) > L

we compute an indicator variable Xi such that Xi = 


c = (Θ , Θ , ..., Θ ), l=1,2,...,M be the final generated sample for the ith
Let Θ
1
2
M

subject. For each Θ , we predict the time to 10 cm as Tbl = argmint (E{Yl (t)} − 10)2
b
where E{Yl (t)} is the predicted mean labor curve given Θl and β
pred .
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The E{Yl (t)} is computed as
(l)

E{Yl (t)} = β̂0 + β̂1 (t−∆ )+

K
X

(l)

(l)

(l)

γ̂k (t−∆ −qk )+ + b (t−∆ )+

Kc
X
(l)

λk (t−∆(l) −qk )+

k=1

k=1

(4.3.2)
Given the set of the predicted times to 10 cm, Tbi = c(Tb1 , Tb2 , ..., TbM ), we identify
subjects who will require more than L hours to attain full 
dilation based on the
prediction model by defining another indicator variable Sl =
and then compute the probability Pi =

1 PM
M

l=1




0

if (Tbl − tim ) ≤ L




1

if (Tbl − tim ) > L

Sl that the ith woman will attain

10 cm after L hours. To create the ROC curves, we obtain the sensitivity (true
positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate) as Sej = P (Pbi > Pb(j) |Xi = 1) and
Spj = P (Pbi ≤ Pb(j) |Xi = 0) where Pb(j) is the jth ordered Pbi

4.4

Application on a simulated data

We simulated data with n=600 and used N1 = 300 as training set and N2 = 300
as the test set. We assumed ni=10 observations per subject, K, Kc = (30,4) knots
then generated M =1000 Θ samples per subject. The simulated data was generated
2
=1, σγ2 =0.02, σλ2 =0.05
assuming the following true values: β0 =1, β1 =1.5, σε2 =0.5, σ∆

and σb2 =1. Using the procedure outlined in Section 4.3, we evaluated the predictive
ability of our proposed model when the size of the individual training set is m =(4,7)
and the length of the time of interest is L = (0.5, 1, 2) hours.
From the analysis we observe that, the estimated AUC ranges from 0.84 to 0.94.
When the targeted length of time L is 0.5 hours, the estimated AUC = (0.943,0.884),
when L = 1 hour, AUC = (0.928,0.877) and when L = 2, AUC = (0.878,0.84) for m
=4 and m =7 respectively. As the length of targeted period of time widens, so does
the estimated AUC lessens. When m =4, we observe a higher AUC than when m =
7 regardless of the value of L. Figure 4.1 to 4.3 shows the estimated ROC curves for
m =(4,7) given L =(0.5,1,2).
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(a) AUC= 0.943

(b) AUC= 0.884

Figure 4.1 ROC curves when L=0.5 hours: Panel (a): m = 4 and Panel (b):
m = 7 past measurements

(a) AUC= 0.928

(b) AUC= 0.877

Figure 4.2 ROC curves when L=1 hours: Panel (a): m = 4 and Panel (b): m = 7
past measurements

4.5

Conclusion

The focus of this chapter was to evaluate the prediction ability of the proposed model
in Chapter 3 using a simulated data. Based on AUC, it seems that the predictive
ability of the proposed model diminishes as the size of individual training data in-
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(a) AUC= 0.878

(b) AUC= 0.84

Figure 4.3 ROC curves when L=2 hours: Panel (a): m = 4 and Panel (b): m = 7
past measurements

creases. However, it is important to note that the subjects included in the prediction
all attained 10 cm which might be a small subset. In addition, it is more likely that
many subjects will have at least 4 measurements during the observation period but
fewer subjects will have at least 7 measurements. Thus the sample size of the test
data may decrease as the size of the individual training data increases. This might
lead to poor predictive ability of the proposed model.

4.6

Recommendation

The reported results are based on a single simulated data thus more simulation studies
are needed for better inference. The ultimate goal of this project was to predict the
time to full dilation of women from CSL data and it will be important to carry out
prediction on the CSL data for women who attained 10 cm and those who did not.
We intend to apply the proposed model on CSL data adjusting for maternal Body
Mass Index (BMI) and predict women’s time to full dilation in each of the following
BMI categories: normal: (18.5 to 24.9 kg/m2), overweight: (25 to 29.9 kg/m2) and
obese: (above 30 kg/m2).
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusion
This dissertation is about developing novel statistical methods for analyzing longitudinal data with measurement error on time variable. The methods have been
demonstrated on a cervical dilation data from the Consortium of Safe Labor study.
The dissertation constitutes of three projects: (1) Development of an efficient method
for estimating the distribution of time it takes a woman’s cervical dilation to progress
from one threshold to another when the origin of the process is uncertain. (2) Development of a flexible nonlinear method for modeling cervical dilation curves while
simultaneously adjusting for the uncertainty in the onset of labor. (3) An extension
of project (2) to dynamic individualized prediction of women’s time to full dilation
given their past cervical dilation measurements.
There is increased interest in developing methods for characterizing labor patterns
in contemporary obstetric practice. The challenges arises since the women are admitted at different stages of cervical dilation and the onset of labor is often unknown.
In assessing the labor progression, obstetrician usually measure the cervical dilation
periodically. This is important for it may help the obstetrician to decide whether a
stalled labor should be allowed to dilate or opt for other options like C-section.
Interval censored models have been used before to estimate the distribution of
time a cervical dilation takes to progress from 1 cm to another. However, the current
methods are not efficient for they do not utilize all the available data and do not
adjust for left truncation. There exists nonlinear models for estimating the labor
curves and prediction of time to full dilation. Many of the current methods use the
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time to full dilation as the benchmark time and the time is run backwards. These
methods are only applied when all the women have attained a full dilation and are
not efficient for data with censored labor curves. Recently a change point model with
random effects has been proposed. The method corrects for the unknown onset of
labor by re-scaling the observed time for each woman by an additive factor. However,
the labor curves are known to be nonlinear and a change point model may not be a
good approximation.
In this dissertation, I first developed a Longitudinal Threshold Regression model
for estimating the distribution of time a woman’s cervical dilation takes to progress
from one threshold to another in cm. The model is developed under the First Hitting
Time framework where the event of interest occurs when the process hits a pre-defined
threshold for the first time. The proposed model utilizes the repeated measurements
of the cervical dilation to estimate the time distribution. The underlying cervical
dilation process is modeled as a Wiener process whose FHT has an inverse Gaussian
distribution. The Wiener process has a Markov property that helps us to adjust for
the unknown onset of labor by conditioning on a baseline observation.
The main goal of the proposed model is to estimate the distribution of the time
it takes women to progress between cervical dilation “stations” at the population
level. We have presented unadjusted survival curves for the time it takes women to
traverse between 3 and 4 cm, along with 7 and 8 cm. These survival curves are to
be interpreted on the population level of all women that would be observed within
the interval of interest. Another method of estimation would be to fit a randomslope model, resulting in a conditional estimate of the survival function. A survival
curve from such a model would be interpreted on the population of all women with a
particular value for the random slope (i.e., the variance of the random slope = 0). This
interpretation is not optimal since a woman’s random effect level is unknown. The
random effect could be integrated out to obtain an estimate of the marginal survival
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function, however then one loses the parametric form of the survival function. Further,
the resulting survival function can only be displayed graphically or in a table form
as it cannot be given as a function of the parameters. As a result, in the proposed
research using a fixed effect model has benefits over the random effect approach.
The proposed model assumes a linear trend over time, which will not always hold.
For our motivating data, we consider 1 cm differences in cervical dilation where we
believe the assumption of linearity is a reasonable approximation. If the interest
lies in examining larger intervals, a model relaxing this assumption might be more
appropriate. Typically we expect women’s cervical dilation to progress differently
over time due to inherent heterogeneity. Some authors Peng and Tseng (2009); Wang
(2010) have modeled degradation data as a Wiener process with random effects to
examine mean failure time given a single threshold. When interest lies in subject
specific inferences a LTR model with random effects is appropriate. This type of
approach will result in conditional inferences on the survival functions of interest.
It was the goal of this research to provide population-level inference to use as a
standard for labor progression that will be observed in the hospital. The survival
function estimates, as well as the regression estimates for the effect of BMI on labor
progression, can all be interpreted on the population-level of women that will be
observed in the hospital within the range of interest. As we have shown in our
robustness simulation studies under model misspecification (see Section 2.4.2) our
method accurately estimates the marginal survival function from dependent data,
however, a random effects model will be beneficial when prediction is of interest. In
the future, we look to develop a method that can predict a woman’s survival curve
based on her past measurements via the random effects approach.
In the second project, I developed a semi-parametric model for estimating labor
curves prospectively. The model adjusts for the unknown onset of labor by introducing random time shift parameters. The model is formulated in linear mixed effects
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framework where the basis coefficients are model as random effects. This model has
advantage over the current methods for it captures the nonlinear relationship of cervical dilation and time, it is easy to implement in standard statistical software and
adjusts for the uncertainty in onset of labor thus correcting for the measurement error
in the time variable. The random shift parameters are incorporated using the MCEM
procedure where we used rejection sampling algorithm to draw the shift parameters
at the E-step and the model parameters updated by optimizing the log-likelihood of
the resulting augmented data in M-step. The proposed model introduces nonlinear
functions in the population mean and in the subject-specific slopes. It would be important to evaluate the adequacy of the proposed model against a simpler model.
For example, one can test whether the subject-specific slopes are linear functions as
opposed to the proposed model that assumes that the slopes are nonlinear. Model
diagnosis has not been carried out for the proposed model and in the future we plan
to investigate more on goodness of fit test in semi-parametric models when MCEM
method is used in estimation.
In the third project, I have extended the proposed model in project (2) to predict
women’s time to full dilation given their past measurements. The prediction is carried
out using a Monte Carlo method that takes into account the uncertainty in the
population level estimates and in the variance components estimates. The prediction
is applied on a single simulated data. The prediction was done only for subjects who
attained a full dilation. In the future we plan to do prediction on the real CSL data
for both women who attained full dilation and those who did not.
Finally, the methods developed in this dissertation are not limited to cervical
dilation data only. The methods can be used to analyze other longitudinal data with
measurement error in time variable.
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